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Let G be a finite group of Lie type and let k be a field of characteristic distinct
from the defining characteristic of G. In studying the non-describing representation
 .  G .theory of G, the endomorphism algebra S G, k s End [ ind k plays ankG PJ J
 .increasingly important role. In type A, by work of Dipper and James, S G, k
identifies with a q-Schur algebra and so serves as a link between the representation
theories of the finite general linear groups and certain quantum groups. This paper
presents the first systematic study of the structure and homological algebra of
 .these algebras for G of arbitrary type. Because S G, k has a reinterpretation as a
Hecke endomorphism algebra, it may be analyzed using the theory of Hecke
algebras. Its structure turns out to involve new applications of Kazhdan]Lusztig
cell theory. In the course of this work, we prove two stratification conjectures
about Coxeter group representations made by E. Cline, B. Parshall, and L. Scott
 .Mem. Amer. Math. Soc. 591, 1996 and we formulate a new conjecture about
 .the structure of S G, k . We verify this conjecture here in all rank 2 examples.
Q 1998 Academic Press
Let G be a finite group of Lie type. Thus, G is the subgroup of fixed
points Gs for a rational endomorphism s of a reductive algebraic group
G defined over an algebraically closed field F of positive characteristic.
For a field k of characteristic distinct from that of F, consider the
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 .  G . Gendomorphism algebra S G, k s End [ ind k . Here ind k de-kG P PP = B
 .  4notes the right permutation module over k defined by the set Pg ofg g G
right cosets of the parabolic subgroup P in G. Work of Dipper and James
 .  .  .for G s GL n cf. below suggests that the algebras S G, k play an
important role in the representation theory of kG for all types. This paper
presents the first systematic study of these algebras. We establish new
 .results concerning the structure and cohomology of S G, k valid for all G.
w xIn the process, we also prove several conjectures made in CPS4, Sect. 6
for finite Coxeter groups, and we indicate new directions for further study.
 .Let W, S be the Coxeter system defined by the BN-pair structure on
Ä ÄG, let H be the corresponding Hecke algebra over k, and let H , J : S,k J k
Ä  .be the subalgebra of H associated to the Coxeter system W , J . Thek J
Ä windex representation on H is denoted IND . Dipper and James DJ3,J k J
 .x  .  .2.24 prove for G s GL n, q that S G, k can be reinterpreted as a
Hecke endomorphism algebra:
ÄHG k1 End ind k ( End ind IND . . Ä[ [ ÄkG P H JHk /  /J k
P=B J:S
 .In fact, their argument applies, almost without change, to establish 1 in
 .the case of a general reductive group G. For G s GL n, q , it follows from
 .  .  .1 that S G, k is Morita equivalent to the q-Schur algebra S n, n overq
 w x.k as first defined by Dipper and James DJ3 . Thus, the representation
  . .theory of S GL n, q , k is closely related to the representation theory of
 . w xthe quantum general linear group GL n, k . See D2, PW . This connec-q
tion between the representation theories of quantum groups over fields of
.positive characteristic , q-Schur algebras, Hecke algebras, and general
linear groups in non-describing characteristic has been developed in recent
w x w xwork of Dipper and James DJ1]DJ3 , Dipper D1, D2 , and others.
w xIn addition, q-Schur algebras have been proved in PW to be quasi-
w xhereditary in the sense of CPS2 . Thus, they arise by means of a recursive
construction closely associated, in spirit at least, to the geometric theory of
 w xperverse sheaves. Conversely, by PS , the category of perverse sheaves on
a suitable topological space is equivalent to the module category for a
.  .  .quasi-hereditary algebra. When G / GL n , it is possible that S G, k will
again be quasi-hereditary, subject to restrictions on k and F.1 However, in
1  .Suppose, for example, that G s Sp 2n, q , p / 2, and q is not a primitive 2mth root of 1
Äw  .xin k for some m F n. Then, by DJ4, 4.17 , H is Morita equivalent to a finite directk
 .product of Hecke algebras associated to direct products of two symmetric groups. Using this
Morita equivalence, the quasi-heredity of q-Schur algebras, and the fact that a tensor product
w  .x  .of quasi-hereditary algebras is quasi-hereditary W, 1.3 , it follows that S G, k is quasi-
w xhereditary in this case. Geck and Hiss have pointed out to us that GrH contains a detailed
argument.
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 .this paper, we are interested in proving results about S G, k for all fields
 .k and all types. Section 3 presents examples in which S G, k is not
quasi-hereditary. Fortunately, these examples suggest that the algebras do
possess an interesting structure, not unrelated to quasi-heredity, which has
w xbeen introduced in CPS4 under the guise of stratified algebras. An algebra
A has a stratification of length n if there is a sequence 0 s J n J n ???0 1
n J s A of ideals such that, for i G 1, the inflation functor induces ann
?  . ?  .isomorphism Ext M, N ( Ext M, N for all ArJ -modules M, N.A r J A, J ii iy1
 .When each J rJ is a projective left ArJ -module, we call thei iy1 iy1
stratification standard. A quasi-hereditary algebra A has a standard strati-
fication of length equal to the number of irreducible A-modules.
In general, it is desirable to obtain stratifications of an algebra of as long
a length as possible that length never exceeding the number of irreducible
.modules . Block indecomposable symmetric algebras, such as the blocks of
finite group algebras, do not even possess a non-trivial standard stratifica-
tion of length G 2. However, that situation changes when passing to
 .endomorphism rings: End k [ kG , for G a non-trivial finite p-groupkG
wand p s char k, has a non-trivial standard stratification of length 2 CPS4,
 .x6.1 . The generation of many substantial examples of stratifications of
length G 3 is a main consequence of the present paper. The stratifications
we present are not, in general, standard. However, we conjecture that
there are standard stratifications of related algebras of much longer
length, closer to that obtained for the quasi-hereditary algebra. As dis-
cussed above, many of the stratified algebras we discuss appear to be more
important for the non-describing representation theory of finite groups of
Lie type.
w x  .A main theme of CPS4 concerned sufficient and sometimes necessary
conditions, in terms of an abstract ``Specht module'' theory for an algebra
 .R, guaranteeing that an endomorphism algebra A s End T have aR
w xstratification. In that direction, CPS4 presented several conjectures in-
volving finite Coxeter groups W. In brief, the first conjecture asserts that
 W .End [ ind k admits a stratification with at least three strata, whilekW WJ J
the second conjecture makes more precise assertions involving an appro-
priate Specht module theory. A third conjecture which was joint work with
.the first author of this paper was also briefly discussed}see Subsection
2.5 below. The present paper extends these conjectures to include Hecke
endomorphism algebras associated to finite Coxeter groups. We then
prove the first two conjectures and lay the groundwork for an attack on the
  ..third conjecture. That conjecture given in 2.5.2 proposes a long stratifi-
cation}of length equal to the number of two-sided Kazhdan]Lusztig cells
in the Coxeter group}for a related algebra. In type A now treated in
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w x.DPS , the proposed construction can be chosen to yield a quasi-heredi-
tary algebra, viz., the q-Schur algebra.
Our paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is largely foundational. In
Subsection 1.1, we set up a general framework for a modular representa-
tion theory of Hecke algebras over regular rings of Krull dim. F 2 based
w xon a result of Auslander and Goldman AG1 . In particular, we adapt in
this more general setting some familiar results of Brauer. The remainder
of Section 1 develops the theory of stratifying systems for algebras over
general commutative, Noetherian rings, indicating somewhat stronger re-
sults when working over a regular ring of Krull dim. F 2.
Section 2 takes up the theory of Hecke endomorphism algebras. Al-
though our motivation comes from finite groups of Lie type, we consider
 w 2 y2 x.more generally the generic Hecke algebras over Z t , t associated to
an arbitrary finite Coxeter system and we allow specializations t 2 ¬ q in a
field k in which q is not necessarily the image of a prime power. Note
that even in the finite group case, it is useful to allow q to be more
general, e.g., an indeterminate, to allow for preliminary specializations to
.rings of Laurent polynomials over fields. After some preliminary work in
Subsections 2.1, 2.2, we study various ``cell filtrations'' in Subsection 2.3 for
induced representations. In this section, the Kazhdan]Lusztig cell theory
w xfor Coxeter groups KL, L2 plays an important role. The main result of
 .this subsection, Theorem 2.3.9 , establishes a remarkable homological
property for cell filtrations of certain induced modules. These ideas
combine with those of Section 1 to prove our main results in Subsection
 .  .2.4. Thus, by means of the isomorphism 1 , Theorem 2.4.4 verifies, as a
 .special case, that the algebras S G, k above have a stratification of length
 .G 3; see 2.4.9 . Another special case of this theorem proves the first two
w x  .  .conjectures for Coxeter groups made in CPS4 ; see 2.4.5 and 2.4.6 . A
 .further interesting consequence is that the algebra S G, k satisfies a kind
of ``non-describing characteristic'' version of Kempf's vanishing theorem
for the cohomology of homogeneous line bundles on flag varieties; see
 .  .2.4.7 and the discussion in 2.4.8 . Finally, Subsection 2.5 considers the
w xthird conjecture CPS4, fn. 26 , proving one main formal consequence.
Section 3 treats in detail some cases when G has type B or G . In2 2
 .particular, in Subsection 3.5 we verify Conjecture 2.5.2 for all rank 2
 w xgroups of Lie type. As mentioned above, DPS proves the conjecture in
.  .type A. Finally, an appendix Section 4 proves}largely for the conve-
nience of the reader}a semisimplicity criterion for modular Hecke alge-
 w xbras. Although this criterion is known see, e.g., Gyoja Gy and Fleisch-
w x.  .mann F , our proof discovered independently is more direct for our
purposes.
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We thank M. Geck and G. Hiss for providing us with some references.
Notation. By a quasi-poset, we mean a set L having a reflexive and
transitive relation F . A quasi-poset L always determines a surjective map
 .  .p : L ª L, l ¬ p l s l, from L to a unique, up to isomorphism
poset L in which, given l, m g L, l F m m l F m in L. Writing l ; m if
and only if l s m defines an equivalence relation ; on L}its equiva-
lence classes are called the cells of L.
Ä  .For an algebra A over a commutative ring Z, Let C resp., C denoteÄ ÄA A
Ä Ä .the category of finitely generated left resp., right A-modules. If A is a
Ä Xfinitely generated Z-module, we say A is finite over Z. If Z ª Z is a
Ä Ä X ÄXmorphism of commutative rings, put A s A m Z , and, for M gZ Z
Ä Ä X .  .XOb C , put M s M m Z g Ob C . Similar conventions hold forÄ Ä XA Z Z A Z
 .C . Given an abelian category C , proj C denotes the full subcategory ofÄA
projective objects. Unless otherwise explicitly stated, all commutative rings
Äwill assumed to be Noetherian. Thus, when A is finite over Z, the
categories C and C are abelian categories.Ä ÄA A
1. INTEGRAL THEORY AND STRATIFICATIONS
We show in Subsection 1.1 how a ``Brauer theory'' can be developed for
algebras defined over regular local rings of Krull dim. F 2.2 In Subsection
Ä1.2, we discuss stratifying systems for C , where A is an algebra which isÄA
finite and projective over a commutative ring Z. In Subsection 1.3, we
specialize to assume that Z is a field.
1.1. Application of a Result of Auslander and Goldman. A local triple is
 .a triple O, K, k consisting of a commutative local domain O having
 .fraction field K and residue field k s Orm. A local triple O, K, k
iÃ Ã Ã .determines a second local triple O, K, k if the completion O s lim Orm
Ã Ãis a domain. Then O : O and K is an extension field of K. This occurs,
Ãfor example, when O is a regular local ring. Then O is also a regular local
Ãring and Krull dim. O s Krull dim. O.
In the representation theory of finite groups, O is usually taken to be a
discrete valuation ring. The general local triple will generally ``give birth''
to a number of further local triples involving discrete valuation rings,
2 w xA very general Brauer theory is developed in GR . For some of the discussion in this
 .paper, e.g., 1.1.3 , we could quote their results. However, when working over regular rings of
 .Krull dimension F 2 the relevant case for Hecke algebras considered here , a simpler
 .theory exists, which is in some ways stronger. For example, 1.1.1 shows the existence of
lattices, just as in the classical theory over discrete valuation rings.
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  . .through localization or factoring out by ideals see 1.1.4 below . It is not,
however, convenient to restrict our general set-up to the discrete valuation
ring case, because it is too restrictive for the modular representation
theory of Hecke algebras. In that case, it is useful to allow O to be a
regular local ring of Krull dim. F 2. See Section 3 for some specific
examples.
wOur first result uses a theorem of Auslander and Goldman AG1,
ÄxCorollary, p. 17 : If O is a regular local ring of Krull dim. F 2 and if M is a
Ä .finitely generated O-module, then the dual O-module Hom M, O is projec-O
Ä .ti¨ e s free . We adopt the convention that if R is finite O-algebra, then
Ä Ä Äan R-lattice X is an R-module which is a finitely generated free O-module.
 .1.1.1 PROPOSITION. Let O be a regular local ring of Krull dim. F 2 and
Ä .form the local triple O, K, k . Let R be an algebra which is finite and free
Ä .o¨er O. Suppose that X is a finitely generated right R -module. ThenK
Ä Ä ÄX s X for some R-lattice X.K
ÄProof. By standard methods, there exists a finitely generated R-sub-
Ä Ä . w xmodule X of X such that X s X . As noted above, AG1 implies that0 0 K
ÄU Ä Ä ÄUU .  .  .X s Hom X , O g Ob C is O-free of finite rank . Hence X s XÄ0 O 0 R 0
Ä .g Ob C is O-free of finite rank. Since X is O-torsion free, the naturalÄR 0
Ä ÄUU Äevaluation map Ev : X ª X defines an injection of R-modules which0 0
Äbecomes an isomorphism upon applying ym K. Identifying X with anO
Ä ÄR-submodule of X gives X ( X , as required.K
 .Suppose that X , . . . , X are the distinct up to isomorphism irreducible1 m
Ä Ä Ä Ä .R -modules. By 1.1.1 , X ( X for R-lattices X , 1 F i F m.K i i K i
 .  .1.1.2 COROLLARY. Assume the hypotheses of 1.1.1 . Let X (1
Ä ÄX , . . . , X ( X be as abo¨e. Then1 K m m K
Ä Ä .a Any irreducible R -module L is a composition factor of some X ,k ik
1 F i F m.
Ä ÄX Ä Ä ÄX Ä ÄX .b If X ( X ( X for R-lattices X and X , then X and X ha¨e theK K k k
Ä  .same R -composition factors with the same multiplicities .k
Ä .  .Proof. a Every irreducible R -module is trivially! a compositionK
factor of some X . This is the only property of X , . . . , X we use. Form thei 1 m
Ã Ã Ä .local triple O, K, k . The system X , . . . , X of R -modules has theÃ Ã Ã1 K m K K
Äproperty that any irreducible R -module is a composition factor of someÃK
member. Thus, we can assume that O is complete.
 .Let L g Ob C be irreducible. Choose a projective cover P ¸ L inÄR k Ä Ä  ..C . Since O is complete, there exists P g Ob proj C with P ( P. ForÄ ÄR R kk Ä Ä Ä Ä .some i, Hom P , X / 0. Since X is O-free and P is R-projective,ÄR K i iK
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Ä Ä Ä .  .Hom P, X is a projective O-module of finite rank. Also, Hom P, XÄ ÄR i R ikk
Ä Ä Ä .( Hom P, X / 0. Thus, L occurs with nonzero multiplicity in X , asÄR i k ik
required.
 .  .b As in a , we can assume that O is complete. Let P be a
Äprojective indecomposable module in the category of R -modules, andk
Ä Ä Ächoose a projective R-module P such that P ( P. Thenk
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ädim Hom P , X s dim Hom P , X s dim Hom P , X .  . .Ä Ä ÄR k R Rk Kk
Ä Ä ÄXs dim Hom P , X s dim Hom P , X . .Ä ÄR K R kK
ÄXs dim Hom P , X . .ÄR kk
ÄThus, the head of P appears with the same multiplicity in X as it does ink
XÄX .k
Ä Ä ÄLet X , . . . , X be R-lattices for X , . . . , X as above. Let L , . . . , L be1 m 1 m 1 n
Ä   ..the distinct irreducible R -modules. By 1.1.2 b , the multiplicities d sk i j
Ä Äw x  .X : L are independent of the choice of X . Let D s d be thejk i j i j
 .corresponding n = m decomposition matrix. Also, let C s c be thei j
Ä  .n = n Cartan matrix of R , i.e., if P j denotes the projective cover of Lk j
Ä w  . xin the category of right R -modules, then c s P j : L . Now we cank i j i
easily prove the following result:
 .  .1.1.3 THEOREM. Let O, K, k be a local triple in which O is a regular
Älocal ring of Krull dim. F 2. Let R be an algebra, finite and free o¨er O, such
Ä Ä Ä T .that both R and R rrad R are split semisimple. Then C s D ? D .K k k
ÄProof. Since R is split semisimple, we can assume that O is complete.K
Ä Ä Ä .   ..  .  .Thus, there exists P i g Ob proj C satisfying P i ( P i . Using R-ÄR k
Ä Älattices X , . . . , X for X , . . . , X , respectively, a standard calculation1 t 1 m
completes the proof:
Ä Äc s dim Hom P i , P j s dim Hom P i , P j .  .  .  . .  .Ä Ä K Ki j R Rk K
Ä Äs P i : X P j : X .  . K Kt t
t
Ä Ä Ä Äs dim Hom P i , X ? dim Hom P j , X .  . .  .Ä Ä K KR tK R tKK K
t
Ä Äs dim Hom P i , X ? dim Hom P j , X .  . .  .Ä Ä R tk R tkk k
t
Ä Äs X : L X : L s d d . tk i tk j i t jt
t t
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 .  .  .  .  .1.1.4 Remarks. a The results 1.1.1 , 1.1.2 , and 1.1.3 generalize
w xwell-known work of Brauer. Use of AG1 has allowed us to treat these
w xresults all in a concise and familiar way. As mentioned above, GR
 .contains a more general Brauer theory, which has 1.1.3 as a special case,
 .but contains no analogue of 1.1.1 .
 .b Many discrete valuation rings do arise in the context of more
general local algebras. For instance, suppose that p g Spec O has height
1. Then the localization O is always a discrete valuation ring, if O isp
integrally closed. Also, if O is regular of Krull dim. 2 and p ­ m 2, then
Orp is a discrete valuation ring, since its maximal ideal mrp is generated
by one element.
 .1.2. Integral Stratifying Systems. Let Z be a fixed Noetherian commu-
Ätative ring. Let A be a Z-algebra which is finite and projective over Z.
Ä .   ..1.2.1 LEMMA. For P g Ob proj C , the following statements areÄA
equi¨ alent:
Ä Ä . 1 E¨ery irreducible A-module L appears in the head of P i.e., L is a
Ä.homomorphic image of P .
Ä Ä .2 P is a progenerator of C ; equi¨ alently, A is a direct summand ofÄA
Ä[mP for some positi¨ e integer m.
X Ä . X3 If Z is any commutati¨ e Z-algebra, then e¨ery irreducible A -Z
Ä Xmodule appears in the head of P .Z
Ä .  .Proof. First assume that 1 holds. To see 2 , we show that A is a
Ä Ähomomorphic image of a finite direct sum of copies of P. Since A is
ÄNoetherian as a Z-module, it has a left ideal I which is maximal with
Ä[mrespect to being a homomorphic image of some P for positive integer
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äm. If I / A, choose a g A_ I and let J be a maximal left ideal in Aa q I
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .containing I. By hypothesis, Aa q I rJ is a homomorphic image of P.
Ä Ä Ä ÄHence, there exists a morphism P ª Aa q I whose image K is not
Ä Ä Äcontained in I, so K q I is a homomorphic image of a finite direct sum of
Ä Ä Ä Äcopies of P. This contradicts the maximality of I, so I s A, proving
 .  .1 « 2 .
Ä Ä[m . X XIf 2 holds, then A is a direct summand of P for any commutativeZ Z
X Ä XZ-algebra Z . This implies that any irreducible A module is a homo-Z
Ä  .  .  .  .Xmorphic image of P . Therefore, 2 « 3 . Finally, 3 « 1 by takingZ
XZ s Z.
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Ä .   ..1.2.2 LEMMA. Let P g Ob proj C . The following statements areÄA
Ä  ..equi¨ alent for any M g Ob C :ÄA
Ä Ä .  .1 Hom P, M / 0;ÄA
Ä Ä .  .2 Hom P , M / 0 for some field k s Zrm;ÄA k kk
Ä Ä .  .3 Hom P , M / 0 for some field k which is a Z-algebra.ÄA k kk
 .Proof. Assume 1 . Replace Z by Z for a maximal ideal m gm
Ä Ä  ..Supp Hom P, M to assume that Z is a local ring with residue field k.ÄA
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .Suppose that Hom P , M s 0, so any A-module morphism P ª MÄA k kk
Ä has image contained in m M. For some positive integer n the number of
Ä[n.generators of m as an O-module , there is a surjective morphism M ¸
Ä Ä Ä Ä  ..m M. Since P g Ob proj C , it now follows that any morphism P ª MÄA
2 Ähas image contained in m M. Continuing, we see that any morphism
Ä Ä i ÄP ª M has image contained in Fm M, which is 0 by Krull's theorem.
 .  .  .  .  .This contradicts 1 , so 1 « 2 . The implication 2 « 3 is trivial.
Ä Ä ÄFor any field k s Zrm , M is a A-module homomorphic image of M.k
Ä  .  .Because P is projective, we obtain that 2 « 1 .
 .Assume that 3 holds for some field k which is a Z-algebra. Then k
is an extension field of kX s Z rp for some p g Spec Z. Sincep p
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .X XHom P , M ( Hom P , M , 3 « 2 for A over Z . Thus,Ä ÄXA k k k A k k p pk k
Ä Ä .  .  .1 holds for A , and so holds for A itself. Thus, 3 « 1 .p
We will use below some notational conventions regarding filtrations of
w x modules, closely adhering to that given in CPS4, Subsects. 1.4, 1.5 where
.many further details on the discussion can be found . A decreasing
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .filtration G on X g Ob C of length m is a sequence G : X s G = GÄA 0 1
Ä Ä Ä= ??? = G s 0 of submodules of X. By convention, put G s 0 for i ) mm i
Ä Ä Ä Ä Äand G s X for i - 0. For any i, the ith section of G is Gr G s G rG .i i i iq1
Generally, we work with decreasing filtrations on C , and increasingÄA
Ä Ä  .filtrations on C . An increasing filtration F on Y g Ob C consists of aÄ ÄA A
Ä Ä0 Ä1 Än Ä Äsequence F : 0 s F : F : ??? : F s Y of submodules of Y. Define
Äi Äi Ä i Ä Äiq1 ÄiF s 0 for i - 0 and F s Y for i ) n, and, for any i, put Gr F s F rF .
Ä Ä Ä .Now suppose that T is an A, R -bimodule. Despite the ambiguity, it is
 .econvenient to let ] denote either of the contravariant functors
e Ä] s Hom ] , T : C ª C , .  .Ä Ä ÄA A R
1.2.3 .
e Ä] s Hom ] , T : C ª C . .  .Ä Ä ÄR R A
 .e filt  .e filtThese induce functors ] : C ª C and ] : C ª C . HereÄ Ä Ä ÄA filt R R A filt
filt Ä Ä .  .C resp., C denotes the category whose objects are pairs X, GÄ ÄA filt R
Ä Ä Ä Ä  ..  .   ..resp., Y, F consisting of X g Ob C resp., Y g C , together with aÄ ÄA R
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Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .decreasing resp., increasing filtration G on X resp., F on Y , and whose
Ä Ä .morphisms are defined in the natural way. For example, given Y, F g
filt Ä Ä e Äe Äe Äe .  .  .  .  .Ob C , we have Y, F s Y , F g Ob C , where F sÄ ÄR A filt i
Ä Äi e Äe i Ä e .  .YrF . In particular, observe that Gr F : Gr F , though equalityi
  .need not hold. We will use several times below see the proof of 1.2.10 ,
Ä Ä filt 1.  .  .for example the following fact: Suppose Y, F g Ob C and ExtÄ ÄR R
Ä Äiq1 Ä Äe i Ä e .  .YrF , T s 0 for some i. Then Gr F ( Gr F . This follows easilyi
from the long exact sequence of cohomology.
The definition below of a stratifying system for C generalizes that givenÄA
w xin CPS4, Subsect. 6.4 for fields.
 .1.2.4 DEFINITION. Let L be a finite quasi-poset. Suppose for l g L
Ä Ä .  .   .4there is given D l g Ob C which is projective over Z. Then D l isÄA l
a stratifying system for C provided that, for each l g L, there is givenÄA
Ä Ä Ä .   ..  .  .P l g Ob proj C and a surjective morphism P l ¸ D l satisfyingÄA
the following three conditions:
Ä Ä .   .  ..1 For l, m g L, if Hom P l , D m / 0, then l F m.ÄA
Äl Ä .  . 2 For l g L, there is a given decreasing filtration G of P l of
Äl Ä ..  .   ..length t l with Gr G ( D n 0 F i - t l where l F n g L andi l, i l, i
n s l.l, 0
Ä .3 Any irreducible A-module is a homomorphic image of some
Ä .D l .
 .Suppose condition 2 is replaced by the stronger condition:
X Äl Ä .  . 2 For l g L, there is given a decreasing filtration G of P l of
lÄ Ä ..  .  .length t l satisfying Gr G ( D n where l - n for 0 - i - t l andi l, i l, i
n s l.l, 0
In this case, we say the stratifying system is strict.
Suppose that we are given a stratifying system for C with respect to aÄA
quasi-poset L. Define an equivalence relation on L by putting l ; m if
Ä Ä .  .   ..and only if D l ( D m . By 1.2.4 1 , the corresponding equivalence
classes are contained in cells of L. Hence, there is a quasi-poset structure
on the set L of equivalence classes so that the quotient map L ª L ,min min
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .l ¬ l, is a morphism of quasi-posets. If we put D l s D l for all
Ä Ä Ä Ä  .4l g L and any l g l, then D l is a stratifying system for C. We doÄ Ämin l A
 .not require L s L in 1.2.4 because, in practice, the larger quasi-posetsmin
 .  .L sometimes appear naturally; see 2.4.3 and 2.5.2 below. Also, in
Ä Ä .  .1.2.4 , we do not insist that D l is indecomposable. When Z is a field
Ä Ä .and the stratification is strict, the indecomposable components of the D l
w  .xall have simple heads CPS4, 6.4.6 , and can be uniquely defined in terms
w   ..xof their heads and the order relation, cf. CPS4, 2.2.2 d .
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Ä Ä  .4  .When D l is a stratifying system for C , we call the D l theÄl A
standard objects for C. We now give conditions for checking that aÄA
collection of modules is a stratifying system. In particular, the notion
.behaves well under base change.
 .1.2.5 LEMMA. Let L be a finite quasi-poset, and for each l g L, let
Ä Ä .  .  .   ..D l g Ob C . For l g L, assume that D l g Ob proj C and thatÄA Z
Ä Äl Ä Äl  . .  .  .   ..there is gi¨ en P l , G g Ob C where P l g Ob proj C and GÄ ÄA filt A
  ..satisfies 1.2.4 2 . Then the following four statements are equi¨ alent:
Ä .   .41 D l is a stratifying system for C.Älg L A
Ä .   . 42 D l is a stratifying system for C , for any k s Zrm , whereÄk lg L A k
m is a maximal ideal of Z.
Ä .   . 43 D l is a stratifying system for C , for each field k which is aÄk lg L A k
Z-algebra.
Ä .   . 4X4 D l is a stratifying system for C , for each commutati¨ eÄ XZ lg L A Z
Z algebra ZX.
  X..  .  .  .Finally, assume that 1.2.4 2 holds and, in the statements of 1 , 2 , 3 ,
 .4 abo¨e, the phrase ``stratifying system'' is replaced by ``strict stratifying
system.'' Then the resulting statements are equi¨ alent.
X Ä .  .  . XProof. Assume that 1 holds, and let Z be as in 4 . Each D l is aZ
Ä Ä .   ..  .X Xhomomorphic image of P l g Ob proj C . Also, each D l is aÄ XZ A ZZ
X Ä Ä  .  . .  .X Xprojective Z -module. If Hom P l , D m / 0, then, by 1.2.2 ,Ä XA Z ZZ
X Ä Ä  .  . .for some field k which is a Z -algebra, Hom P l , D m / 0; so thatÄA k kk
Ä Ä .   .  ..1.2.2 implies that Hom P l , D m / 0, whence, l F m by hypothesis.ÄA
X Ä Äl  ..  .   .. XThus, 1.2.4 1 holds over Z . Because each D l g Ob proj Z , G is aZ
Ä .   ..  .Xdecreasing filtration of P l as required by 1.2.4 2 . Using 1.2.1 withZ
Ä Ä Ä . XP s [ P l we see that any irreducible A -module is a homomorphicZl Ä Ä .   ..  .X Ximage of some D l ; thus, 1.2.4 3 holds for the D l . Hence,Z Z
 .  .1 « 4 . The other implications are clear. We leave the proof of the final
assertion on strictness to the reader.
Later we will use the following result on Ext. We omit the standard
 . w  .xproof by dimension shifting . See CPS4, 6.4.2 for a similar argument.
Ä .   .41.2.6 LEMMA. Suppose that D l is a stratifying system for C. LetÄlg L A
i Ä Ä  .  ..l, m g L be fixed elements satisfying Ext D l , D m / 0 for some non-ÄA
  ..negati¨ e integer i. Then l F m. Suppose further, in the notation of 1.2.4 2 ,
3that i ) 0, and l - n for all j ) 0. Then l - m.l, j
3 Ä  .4Of course, this latter condition always holds if D l is a strict stratifying system.l
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Ä Ä ÄAn idea J of A is called a stratifying ideal provided that J is a Z-direct
Ä Ä Ä  .summand of A and, for any M, N g Ob C , inflation defines anÄ ÄA r J
? Ä Ä ? Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .isomorphism Ext M, N ( Ext M, N . A sequence 0 s J n J n ???Ä Ä ÄA r J A 0 1
Ä Ä Än J s A of stratifying ideals in A is called a stratification of length n. Ifn
Ä Ä Ä Ä .each J rJ is a projective left ArJ -module, the stratification isi iy1 iy1
called standard.
Ä ÄXIf two algebras A and A are Morita equivalent, it is obvious that a
stratifying system for C determines one for X C. The following resultÄ ÄA A
Äshows that if A has a stratification of length n, so does any Morita
 w   ..xequivalent algebra. See, for example, CPS4, 2.1.6 a where a similar
.result is proved.
Ä Ä Ä .1.2.7 LEMMA. Suppose that A has a stratification 0 s J n J n ??? n0 1
Ä Ä Ä   ..J s A of length n. Let P g Ob proj C be a progenerator of C andÄ Än A A
ÄX Ä ÄX .consider the Morita equi¨ alent algebra A s End P . Then A also has aÄA
Ä ÄXstratification of length n. If the stratification for A is standard, that for A can
be taken to be standard also.
Ä Ä ÄÄ .Proof. It is well known that J ¬ Hom P, JP defines an equivalenceÄA
Ä ÄX Äbetween the lattice of ideals of A and that of A . If J is a Z-direct
Ä Ä Ä .summand of A i.e., the inclusion J : A is split as Z-modules , then it is
Ä ÄÄ ÄX Ä .easy to see that Hom P, JP is a Z-direct summand of A . Also, since PÄA
Ä Äis a progenerator, given an ideal J of A, the full subcategory C of CÄ Ä ÄA r J A
has objects which are precisely the homomorphic images of finite direct
Ä ÄÄ Ä . Xsums of copies of PrJP. Therefore, the equivalence Hom P, ] : C ª CÄ Ä ÄA A A
; XX X Ä ÄÄ Ä restricts to define an equivalence C ª A r J C , where J s Hom P,Ä Ä ÄA r J A
ÄÄ Ä Ä ÄX.JP . Thus, J is a stratifying ideal of A if and only if J is a stratifying ideal
ÄXof A . This establishes the first assertion of the lemma.
Ä ÄX Ä ÄÄ  ..  .   ..XIf J g Ob proj C , then J s Hom P, JP g Ob proj C . SinceÄ Ä ÄA A A
ÄX ÄX Ä ÄÄ Ä ÄÄ .A rJ ( End PrJP and PrJP is a progenerator for C , the secondÄ Ä Ä ÄA r J A r J
assertion follows.
w  .x  .The argument for CPS4, 6.4.5 and 1.2.7 give the following result.
Ä .   .41.2.8 THEOREM. Assume that C has a stratifying system D l .ÄA lg L
Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄThe algebra A has a stratification 0 s J n J n ??? n J s A of length0 1 n
n s aL. If the stratifying system is strict, then the stratification can be chosen
to be standard.
 w  .x.The following hypothesis generalizing CPS4, 6.4.7 gives a criterion
Äfor stratifying C , when A is an endomorphism algebra.ÄA
Ä .1.2.9 HYPOTHESIS. Let R be a finite and projecti¨ e algebra o¨er Z. Let
Ä Ä ÄT be a finitely generated right R-module, projecti¨ e o¨er Z, and put A s
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Ä Ä Ä[ml .End T . Assume T s [ T is a fixed direct sum decomposition,ÄR llg L
Äwhere L is a finite quasi-poset. No assumption that the T are indecompos-l
.able or e¨en non-isomorphic is imposed. For l g L, assume gi¨ en an
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä   ..R-submodule S ¨ T and an increasing filtration F of T of length t ll l l l
such that the following three conditions hold:
 .1 For l g L, there is a fixed sequence n , n , . . . , n in Ll, 0 l, 1 l, tl.y1
 .such that n s l and, for i ) 0, n G l. For 0 F i - t l , there is gi¨ en al, 0 l, i
i Ä Äfixed isomorphism Gr F ( S .l nl, i
Ä Ä .  .2 For l, m g L, Hom S , T / 0 « l F m.ÄR m l
1 Ä Äi Ä .  .3 For all l g L, we ha¨e Ext T rF , T s 0 for all i.ÄR l l
 .In establishing the following result, we use the notation 1.2.3 .
 .  .1.2.10 THEOREM. Assume that Hypothesis 1.2.9 holds. For l g L,
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .put D l s Hom S , T and assume that each D l is Z-projecti¨ e. ThenÄR l
Ä  .4D l is a stratifying system for C with respect to L. If the inequalities inÄlg L A
  ..1.2.9 1 can be replaced by strict inequalities n ) l for all i ) 0, thel, i
system is strict.
Ä Äl Ä Ä e Äl Ä i e  . .  .  .Proof. Put P l , G s T , F , i.e., G s T rF , ; i. The discus-l l i l l
Äl .   ..sion immediately above 1.2.4 and 1.2.9 3 imply that each Gr G (i
i Ä e Ä Ä .   ..  .   ..  .Gr F , so 1.2.4 2 holds. Since each D l g Ob proj C , each P ll Z
Ä Ä [ml  ..  .g Ob proj C , too. Thus, A s [ P l is Z-projective.Z l
Ä  ..  .Observe that 1.2.9 3 also implies that each D l is a homomorphic
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .   .  ..  .   ..image of P l . Since Hom P l , D m ( Hom S , T , 1.2.9 2 «Ä ÄA R m l
  ..1.2.4 1 .
Ä Ä [ml .Finally, for any field k which is an Z-algebra, A ( [ P l , so anyk klÄ Ä .irreducible A -module is a homomorphic image of some P l . Since thek
Äl Ä Ä .sections of G have the form D m , m g L, any irreducible A-module is a
Ä .   ..homomorphic image of some D m , so 1.2.4 3 holds. The final assertion
is clear.
 .   ..In 1.2.13 below we give a method for checking that 1.2.9 3 holds
Äwhen Z is a domain with fraction field K such that R is semisimple.K
Ä .When Z s k is a field and R is not semisimple , it is generally not easy
  ..to verify that condition 1.2.9 3 holds}in fact, in many cases, it may fail,
Äeven though A has an interesting stratification; see Subsection 3.2 below.
 .One way to obtain a stratification in the field case is to check 1.2.9 over a
 .larger ring Z having k as a homomorphic image, using 1.2.10 over Z
Ä .and 1.2.9 . Of course, this requires at least that all data defining A over k
 .exist over Z something which often happens . For another, more compli-
cated, way to work strictly over k itself, see Subsection 1.3 below.
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Ä .  .In 1.2.10 , it was necessary to assume that the D l are Z-projective. In
some important cases, this comes for free, using the following result. For
Ä ÄU Ä Ä ÄUU .  .M g Ob C , put M s Hom M, Z , and let Ev : M ª M be theZ Z
natural evaluation map.
 .1.2.11 LEMMA. Let Z be a regular ring of Krull dim. F 2 ha¨ing
Ä Ä .fraction field K. Let Y g Ob C , and let V be a K-subspace of Y . AssumeZ K
Ä ÄU Ä Ä ÄUU .  .that Y ( X for some X g Ob C . In particular, this holds if Y ( Y .Z
defÄ ÄThen V s Y l V is Z-projecti¨ e.
1 Ä Ä Ä 1 Ä .  . Proof. We show that Ext V, M s 0, ;M g Ob C . If some Ext V,Z Z Z
Ä 1 Ä Ä 1 Ä Ä 1 Ä.  .  .  M / 0, then Ext V, M ( Ext V , M / 0 for p g Supp Ext V,Z p Z p p ZpÄ Ä ÄU.. w xM . Thus, we can assume Z is local. By AG1, Corollary, p. 17 , Y and V
; UUÄ Äare Z-free of finite rank. In particular, Ev : Y ª Y is an isomorphism.
Form the commutative diagram
a ;Ev UU UU6 66 Ä Ä .V V V VK
6 6 6
gb d
; ;UU UU6 6 6Ä Ä Ä Ä .Y Y Y YK KEv z
in which b and d are the natural inclusions, g s b UU , and a , z are the
Ä ÄUU .natural injective localization maps. Identifying Y and Y , it follows that
ÄUU Ä Ä ÄUU wV : Y l V , and so Ev : V ª V is an isomorphism. By AG1, Corol-
Äxlary, p. 17 again, V is Z-projective, as required.
 .Thus, we can improve upon 1.2.10 when Z is a regular ring of Krull
dim. F 2.
 .  .1.2.12 COROLLARY. Assume that Hypothesis 1.2.9 holds and that Z is
Ä Ä Ä .  .a regular ring of Krull dim. F 2. For l g L, put D l s Hom S , T . ThenÄR l
Ä  .4   ..D l is a stratifying system for C. If the inequalities n G l in 1.2.9 1Äl A l, i
can be replaced by strict inequalities n ) l for all i ) 0, the system is strict.l, i
Ä .  .Proof. To apply 1.2.10 , we show each D l is Z-projective. We can
Ä Ä Ä .assume that Z is local. Because T is Z-free, Hom S , T is a direct sumZ l
ÄU w xof Z-modules isomorphic to S , so is Z-free by AG1 again. Hence,l
Ä Ä UU Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .Hom S , T ( Hom S , T , so 1.2.11 applies with Y s Hom S , TZ l Z l Z l
Ä Ä .and V s Hom S , T .ÄR l K KK
We conclude this subsection with a useful criterion for verifying that
Ä  ..1.2.9 3 holds. In this result, we do not require that A be Z-projective.
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 .1.2.13 LEMMA. Assume that Z is a commutati¨ e domain with fraction
Ä Ä Ä Äfield K. Let A be a finite Z-algebra such that A is semisimple. Let M, T beK
Ä Ä .finitely generated left or right A-modules and assume that T is Z-torsion
free. The following two statements are equi¨ alent:
 .1 For e¨ery d g Z, the natural map
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä1.2.13.1 Hom M , T ª Hom MrdM, TrdT .  .Ä Ä  /A A Z rd .
is surjecti¨ e.
1 Ä Ä .  .2 Ext M, T s 0.ÄA
Proof. For 0 / d g Z, multiplication by d defines a short exact se-
dÄ Ä Ä Äquence 0 ª T ª T ¬ TrdT ª 0, and, therefore, an exact sequence
1.2.13.2 .
a d1 1Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄHom M , T ª Hom M , TrdT ª Ext M , T ª Ext M , T . .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä /A A A A
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .Since Hom M, TrdT ( Hom MrdM, TrdT , a identifies with theÄ ÄA A Z rd .
 .map in 1.2.13.1 .
Ä 1 Ä Ä .  .Assume 1 holds. Since A is semisimple, Ext M , T (ÄK A K KK
1 Ä Ä 1 Ä Ä .  .Ext M, T s 0, so that Ext M, T is a finitely generated torsion Z-Ä ÄA K A
1 Ä Ä .module. Choose 0 / d g Z in the annihilator of Ext M, T . Since theÄA
 .  .map 1.2.13.1 is surjective, 1.2.13.2 shows that multiplication by d in-
1 Ä Ä 1 Ä Ä 1 Ä Ä .  .  .duces an injection Ext M, T ¨ Ext M, T . Hence, Ext M, T s 0,Ä Ä ÄA A A
 .and 2 holds.
 .  .  . The implication 2 « 1 is also clear from 1.2.13.2 and does not
Ä .require that A be semisimple .K
 .1.3. The Stratification Hypothesis o¨er a Field. Hypothesis 1.3.2 below
provides a way to construct a standard stratification of an endomorphism
algebra A over a field k. One way to do this has already been indicated in
 .  .Subsection 1.2, using 1.2.10 over a larger ring Z, together with 1.2.5
  ..and 1.2.8 . However, in the absence of an integral structure, the appro-
priate stratification hypothesis is quite complicated. Nevertheless, the
 .more elaborate conditions in 1.3.2 can often be checked directly. We
illustrate this explicitly in Section 3}the only place this subsection plays a
role in this paper.
Let A be a finite dimensional algebra over k. We will say that C isA
  .4 standardly stratified if it has a strict stratifying system D l in thelg L
Ä . .  .  .sense of 1.2.4 , taking Z s k, A s A, etc. such that: i each D l ,
 .  .  .  .l g L, has an irreducible head L l ; ii if l / m, then L l \ L m ; and
Ä .  .  . w  .xiii each P l s P l , l g L, is indecomposable. By CPS4, 2.2.3 , A
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has a standard stratification of length n if and only if C is standardlyA
4stratified with aL s n.
Let A, R be finite dimensional algebras over k and let T be a finite
 .dimensional A, R -bimodule. We assume that
1 In C , T ( [ Y [ml , Y distinct indecomposable; . R l llg L1.3.1 .  2 A s End T . .  .R
 .  .The P l s Hom Y , T , l g L, are the distinct projective indecompos-R l
able modules for C. The following hypothesis was first presented inA
w  .xCPS4, 3.1.1 :
 .  .1.3.2 HYPOTHESIS. Let R, T , A be as in 1.3.1 . For each l g L, there
il  .is gi¨ en a fixed R-submodule S ¨ Y and a fixed increasing filtration F ofl l l
 .  .  .  .Y of length t l . Let f s Hom i , T : P l ª Hom S , T . Put ¨ sl l R l R l l
dim Im f .l
These data are subject to the following four conditions:
 .1 L has a fixed quasi-poset structure. For l g L, there is given a
fixed sequence n , n , . . . , n in L such that n s l and, forl, 0 l, 1 l, tl.y1 l, 0
i ) 0,
i .n ) l. For 0 F i - t l , there is a fixed isomorphism S ( Gr F .l, i n ll, i
f
i .  .2 For l, m g L, 0 F i - t l , let Y rF ª Y be a morphism.l l m
t
Then there exists a morphism Y ª Y making the following diagramn ml, i
commutative:
fi 6Y rF Yml l 66
1.3.2.1 . e t .nl, i
6 YS nl, in il, i nl, i
; i iHere, e is the composite of S ª Gr F and the inclusion Gr F ¨n n l ll, i l, i
Y rF i.l l
 .  .  .3 For l, m g L, let f s Hom i , Y : Hom Y , Y ªl, m R l m R l m
 .Hom S , Y . If f / 0, then m F l.R l m l, m
 .  44 For l, m g L, let a s a i ¬ n s m , then  m a ¨ sl, m l, i l, m l l, m m
dim A.
4One can similarly define a notion of standardly stratified category over a local triple,
though a complete treatment requires the theory of semiperfect rings. We defer that project
w  .xto a future paper. For some discussion in the discrete valuation ring case, see CPS4, 4.7 .
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w  .xThe following result follows from CPS4, 3.1.3 .
 .  .1.3.3 THEOREM. Assume Hypothesis 1.3.2 holds. Then C is stan-A
 .dardly stratified with respect to L, using the standard objects D l s Im f ,l
l g L.
 . w  .x  .1.3.4 Remark. Reference CPS4, 3.3.2 provides a converse to 1.3.3 .
 .Thus, Hypothesis 1.3.2 is essentially required in order to standardly
stratify C , through an endormorphism ring structure on A.A
2. HECKE ENDOMORPHISM ALGEBRAS
In Subsection 2.1, some generalities involving Hecke algebras are taken
up. Quite general ``cell filtrations'' are briefly discussed in Subsection 2.2.
These concepts are applied in Subsection 2.3 to establish important
properties of the ``dual left cell filtration'' and the ``dual right-set filtration''
for certain induced representations. Using the results of Section 1, we
 .prove the main stratification results in Subsection 2.4. In particular, 2.4.5
 . w xand 2.4.6 prove the first two conjectures in CPS4, Sect. 6 . Finally,
Subsection 2.5 discusses a stronger conjecture involving standard stratifica-
tions.
w 2 y2 xExcept in Subsection 2.2., Z denotes the ring Z t , t of Laurent
polynomials.
  .42.1. Hecke Algebras. To begin, let G s G q be a family of finite
 . wgroups of Lie type having irreducible Coxeter system W, S }cf. CR,
 .x  .68.22 . For each q, fix a Borel subgroup B q and define index parame-
w  . s  .  .x csters c g Z, s g S, by B q : B q l B q s q . The correspondings
Ä 2 y2w xgeneric Hecke algebra H over Z s Z t , t has basis t , w g W, satisfy-w
ing the relations
t , sw ) w ;sw
2.1.1 t t s . s w 2 c 2 cs s t t q t y 1 t , sw - w. .sw w
ÄWe call H a Hecke algebra of Lie type over Z.
 .More generally, we will allow W, S to be any finite Coxeter system.
Ä  .Form the algebra H over Z with a basis t , w g W, satisfying 2.1.1 forw
 4 XXsome system c of integers satisfying c s c if s and s are W-con-s sg S s s
jugate.5
5We observe that these algebras are a special case of the Hecke algebras H considered inf
w x  . 2csL2 with f s s t , so the results there apply to the present situation. The algebra Hf
exists for functions f defined on S with values in an abelian group G}in the present case,
consisting of integer powers of t 2}which are constant on intersections of S with W-con-
jugacy classes.
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Let ZX be a commutative Z-algebra. Let q denote the image of t 2 in
X  XZ . The element q g Z should not be confused with the parameter q
Ä. Xabove for G. The algebra H has a basis, whose elements are stillZ
 .denoted t , w g W, satisfying the relations 2.1.1 . In order to reign in thew
Ä ÄXXnotation, it will be convenient to denote H by H }this notation willZ
alert the reader that we are considering Hecke algebras over a ring more
general than Z.
Two specific linear characters will often be used. These are the ``trivial''
representation IND and the ``sign'' representation SGN, defined on gener-
ators by
ÄX X cs ÄX X2.1.2 IND : H ª Z , t ¬ q SGN : H ª Z , t ¬ y1 s g S . .  .s s
 . X For w g W, put q s IND t g Z . When it is clear from context, wew w
X 2 cs .also use this notation when Z s Z, e.g., q s t .s
 :Let L be the power set of S. For l g L, let W s s ¬ s g l andl
ÄX ÄX l l :  .  .H s t ¬ s g l : H . The set W resp., W of right resp., left distin-l s
 4 lguished coset representatives of W in W indexes a basis t resp.,l w w g W
ÄX ÄX 4 .  .lt for H as a module for H for the left resp., right regularw w g W l
action.
ÄXH
X X XThe restriction functor res : C ª C has exact left adjointÄ Ä ÄH H Hl l
ÄX ÄX XH HÄ Ä Ä ÄX X X X X2.1.3 ind : C ª C , M ¬ ind M s M m H . .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄH H H H Hl l l l
ÄXLet IND be the trivial representation for H . Put x s  t . Thenl l l w g W wl
2.1.4 x t s q x , t x s q x , ;s g l. . l s s l s l s l
X ÄX ÄXX XThus, the right ideal Z x s x H in H realizes IND . Becausel l l Z l Z l
ÄX 4  .Xlt is a basis for H g Ob C , multiplication defines an isomor-Äw w g W Hl
phism
X ;ÄH XÄX2.1.5 ind IND ª x H . . Ä l lHl
Of course, similar results hold for categories of left modules. We record
ÄX ÄXthe following characterization of the ideals x H and H x .l l
ÄX ÄX . 2.1.6 LEMMA. For l g L, we ha¨e H x s j g H ¬ jt s q j , ;s gl s s
ÄX ÄX4  4l and x H s j g H ¬ t j s q j , ;s g l .l s s
ÄX  .Proof. If j g x H , 2.1.4 implies that t j s q j for all s g l. Con-l s s
ÄXversely, suppose that j g H satisfies t j s q j for all s g l. Write j ss s
 b t , where b g ZX. For w g W and s g l satisfying w - sw, thew w w w
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equality t j s q j implies thats s
q b t q q b t s t b t q b t .s w w s sw sw s w w sw sw
s q b t q b q q y 1 b t . . .s sw w w s sw sw
Thus, b s b . It follows for ¨ g W l and u g W that b s b . Hence,sw w l u¨ ¨
ÄX ÄXj g x H , proving the assertion for x H . The other assertion followsl l
similarly.
ÄX ÄX ÄX :The algebra H admits a symmetric, associative pairing , : H = H
ª ZX defined on basis elements by
q , w s ¨y1 ;w :2.1.7 t , t s . w ¨  0, otherwise.
 w  .x .See DJ1, 2.3 in type A}the argument is the same in general.
Consider the duality functors
U U
X X X] s ] : C ª C .  . Ä ÄZ H H2.1.8 . U U X X X] s ] : C ª C .  . Ä ÄZ H H
def XUÄ Ä Ä .Xgiven by M ¬ M s Hom M, Z .Z
ÄX U ÄX ÄX U .  .  .2.1.9 LEMMA. For l g L, we ha¨e x H ( H x and H x (l l l l l l
ÄXx H .l l
Ä U U .  .  .X XProof. If M g Ob C is Z-projective, then M ( M . There-ÄH Z Z
fore, it suffices to prove the result when ZX s Z.
 . 2 l lIf d s IND x g Z, then x s d x / 0. For u g W and ¨ g W,l l l l l
 .  l.y1 l  : y12.1.7 and the equality W s W imply that x t , t x s d q d .l u ¨ l l u u, ¨
Ä Ä .  . :Hence, , s 1rd , : x H = Hx ª Z defines a perfect pairing,l l l
Ä y1 Ä 4  4l y1 lwith the basis x t of x H dual to the basis q t x of Hx .l u ug W l ¨ ¨ l ¨ g W l
Ä Ä U .  .Thus, x H ª Hx , j ¬ j , ] , gives the required isomorphisms ofl l
Ä  .H-modules. This proves one claim in 2.1.9 ; the second is similar.
Ä2.2. Cell Filtrations. In this subsection, R is an algebra over Z. Here Z
can be an arbitrary commutative, Noetherian ring and not just the ring
w 2 y2 x .Z t , t of Laurent polynomials as in the previous subsection . Let
Ä Ä 4  .t be a fixed generating set for R. Let Y g Ob C be Z-free withÄs sg S R
 4basis u indexed by a finite quasi-poset L. In some situations, the celll lg L
Ästructure on L leads to cell filtrations on Y. For example, assume that
2.2.1 u t s a s.u a s. g Z ;s g S, ;l g L . .  .l s l m lmm
mFl
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Fix a listing
2.2.2 C , . . . , C . 1 m
of the cells in L such that, given l g C and m g C , if l - m, then i - ji j
}i.e., the ``larger'' cells are listed to the right of the ``smaller'' cells. The
Ä Ä Ä .  .increasing cell filtration F s F on Y of length m is defined by puttingÄY
Äi2.2.3 F s span u ¬ l g C , j F i , 0 F i F m let C s B . .  . .l j 0
i Ä Äi 4For 0 - i - m, Gr F is a free Z-module with basis u q F .l lg C iq1
ÄWe can also consider the category C of left modules for R. SupposeÄR
Ä  .  4X g Ob C is Z-free with basis r indexed by the finite quasi-posetÄR l lg L
L and satisfying
2.2.4 t r s b s. r b s. g Z ;s g S, ;l g L . .  .s l ml m ml
mFl
Ä6 XÄ Ä Ä .  .The decreasing cell filtration E s E on X of length m is defined by
putting
Ä2.2.5 E s span r ¬ l g C , j F m y i . .  .i l j
Ä  .  4  .Suppose that X g Ob C is Z-free with basis r satisfying 2.2.4ÄR l lg L
Ä Ä U Ä .  .  .for a finite quasi-poset L. The dual Y s X s Hom X, Z g Ob CÄZ R
 4  .is a free Z-module with basis u defined by u r s d , m g L,l lg L l m l, m
 . op  s.  s.which satisfies 2.2.1 for the opposite quasi-poset L , putting a s b .lm lm
op Ä Ä filt .  .  .Letting C s C , we obtain X, F g Ob C as described in 2.2.3Äi myiq1 R
op op Äfor the listing C , . . . , C . On the other hand, the decreasing filtration E1 m
Ä  .of X defined in 2.2.5 determines, after taking duals, an increasing
ÄU ÄU ÄU i Ä Ä U ÄU .  .filtration E on X by setting E s XrE . We call E the dual lefti
Ä ÄUcell filtration of the right R-module X .
Ä Ä U .  .2.2.6 PROPOSITION. In the notation of the pre¨ious paragraph, F s E .
Ä Ä ÄProof. The left R-module XrE has basis consisting of the cosetsi
Ä Ä Ä U ÄU .r q E , l g C with j ) m y i. Hence, XrE : X has basis consist-l i j i
Äiing of the u , l g C with j ) m y i. On the other hand, F is spanned byl j
op op ÄU i Äi .the u , l g C with j F i. Since C s C , it follows that E s F ,l j j myjq1
as required.
2.3. Cell Filtrations for Hecke Algebras. Return to the setting of Subsec-
Ätion 2.1 for a generic algebra H associated to a general finite Coxeter
6 Ä ÄWe denote the filtration by E, rather than our customary G, because the latter is reserved
  ..for the filtrations in 1.2.4 2 .
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 .  4system W, S and system c g Z satisfying c s c if s and t ares sg S s t
W-conjugate. Recall that L denotes the power set of S.
In order to apply Subsection 2.2, we will need to modify the
Kazhdan]Lusztig basis for the generic Hecke algebra
Ä Ä y1w x2.3.1 H s H m Z , where Z s Z t , t . . 0 0 0
w x  . w x By KL in the ``untwisted'' case c s 1, all s and L2 in the ``twisted''s
X Ä.  4case , there is a Z -basis C for H satisfying0 w w g W 0
¡ 2 cs Xt C , if sw - w ;w
X ~ X X Xc c s2.3.1a t C s . s ss w yC q t C q t M C , otherwisew sw z , w z¢
z
 .for s g S, w g W. The sum in 2.3.1a is over z - w such that sz - z, and
s the M g Z are certainly recursively defined elements which are sym-z, w
.metric and may vanish . Also,
¡ 2 cs Xt C , if ws - w ;w
X ~ X X Xc c s2.3.1b C t s . s sw s y1 y1yC q t C q t M C , otherwisew w s z , w z¢
z
for s g S, w g W. Here the sum is over z - w satisfying zs - z. Apply
Äw x  .  . .the involution j L2, p. 104 to formulas 6.3 , 6.4 in op. cit. When H is0
w xuntwisted, the formulas simplify somewhat; cf. KL, Sect. 2 .
X  w x.By the definition of the basis elements C see KL; L2, p. 101 , wey
q Ä 4clearly obtain a basis C for H, wherew w g W
2.3.2 Cq s q1r2 CX , y g W . . y y y
It will be convenient to also call this basis the Kazhdan]Lusztig basis for
Ä 2 cs Ä .H. Writing q s t , we can rewrite 2.3.1a as an equation in H as
q Cq , if sw - w ;¡ s w
q ~ q q s q2.3.2a t C s . Äs w yC q C q M C , otherwisew sw z , w z¢
z
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Ä sfor s g S, w g W. Here M g Z. There is an analogous version ofz, w
 .2.3.1b :
q Cq , if ws - w ;¡ s w
q ~ q q s q2.3.2b C t s . Äw s y1 y1yC q C q M C , otherwise.w w s z , w z¢
z
 .  .The formulas 2.3.1a , 2.3.1b lead to three quasi-poset structures F ,L
w xF , and F on W. See KL, p. 167; L2, p. 105 for precise definitions.R L R
The corresponding cells are the left, right, and two-sided Kazhdan]Lusztig
  4cells, respectively, in W relative to the system c }if W is not simplys sg S
.laced, cells corresponding to different systems may be different . The left
 .  .   ..resp., right quasi-poset W, F resp., W, F satisfies the conditionL R
 .   ..  .2.2.4 resp., 2.2.1 for the left resp., right regular action of the algebra
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä 4R s H on Y s H, using the generators t for R and the distinguisheds sg S
q Ä 4  .  .basis C for Y. Also, 2.2.4 is valid using the quasi-poset W, Fw w g W L R
Ä Ä Äop  4and the algebra R s H m H with generators t m 1, 1 m t andZ s s sg S
Ä Ä q 4the left module Y s H with basis C .w w g W
In Subsection 2.4, we will use yet another quasi-poset structure, the
R  .right-set order F , on W. Given w g W, its right-set resp., left-set is
 .  4   .  4.defined by R w s s g S ¬ ws - w resp., L w s s g S ¬ sw - w .
R  .  .Then u F ¨ m R u = R ¨ defines a quasi-poset structure on W. It is
w  .  .xwell known KL, 2.4 ; X, 1.20 that
2.3.3 u F ¨ « u FR ¨ , . L
 .  .so we can define the right-set of a left cell v by putting R v s R y for
any y g v.
X X Ä XLet Z be a commutative Z -algebra. As in Subsection 2.1, denote HZ
ÄX q 4by simply H . The basis C determines a basis, whose elements are stillw w
q ÄX  .  .denoted C , for H . The formulas 2.3.2a , 2.3.2b remain valid.w
ÄX .  .2.3.4 LEMMA. Let s g S, x g H . If xt s q x resp., t x s q x , thens s s s
q  .   ..x s  a C where a / 0 « s g R y resp., a / 0 « s g L y .y y y y y
 q  ..Proof. Suppose xt s q x, but that x f span C ¬ s g R y . Bys s y
 .  .2.3.2b , we can assume that a / 0 « s f R y . Among those y withy
 .a / 0, choose y of maximal length. Since y s ) y , 2.3.2b implies thaty 0 0 0
Cq appears with nonzero coefficient in xt s q j , a contradiction. Ay s s s0
similar argument applies when t x s q x.s s
Using this fact, we establish the following simple, but important, result.
 .  q  .4   q  .4.2.3.5 LEMMA. For any l g L, C ¬ l : R y resp., C ¬ l : L yy y
X ÄX ÄX .is a Z -basis for H x resp., x H .l l
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q q q ÄX .  .Proof. If l : R y , then C t s q C by 2.3.2b . Thus, C g H xy s s y y l
 .  .   . .by 2.1.6 . Now apply 2.3.4 and 2.1.6 again .
ÄX .  .  .  .XBy 2.3.5 and 2.3.3 , condition 2.2.4 applies to H x g Ob C , usingÄl H
 q  . 4 Rthe basis C ¬ R y = l , the quasi-poset structure F induced on itsy
ÄX R 4indexing set, and the generators t for H . The cells of F corresponds sg S
 .bijectively to the elements of L, so, following 2.2.2 , fix an ordering
S s l , . . . , l aS s B on L such that l : l « i G j. Then l g L deter-1 2 i j
mines a subsequence l , . . . , l s l consisting of those m g L satisfyingi i1 ml
Äl, R, Z X ÄX .l : m. Thus, the decreasing right-set filtration E on H x and thel
Ä ÄX ÄX U .  .Xincreasing dual-set filtration F on x H ( H x are defined asl, R, Z l l
 .per 2.2.5 }explicitly,
¡ l, R , Z X qÄE s span C ¬ R y s l , j F m y i , 0 F i - m , . .i y i l lj
l, R , Z 9~ Äand E s 0;2.3.6 . ml
UXXi l , R , Z¢Ä Ä ÄXF s H x rE , 0 F i F m . /l, R , Z l i l
Äl, R, Z X Ä Äl, RXTo simplify notation, we will usually denote E and F by El, R, Z
Äand F , respectively. It will be clear from context that we are workingl, R
over ZX.
ÄXIn Subsection 2.5, we use a finer filtration on x H . Let V be the set ofl
 .   4.left Kazhdan]Lusztig cells of W for the system c ¬ s g S . For l g L,s
  .4  .  . X  qput V s v g V ¬ l : R v . By 2.3.3 and 2.3.5 , the Z -basis C ¬ ll y
ÄX q .4  4: R y of H x partitions into subsets C , v g V . Fix a listingl y y g v l
 .v , . . . , v of V as in 2.2.2 . Thus, if x g v , y g v and x F y, then1 m i j L
i F j. This listing induces a similar listing v , . . . , v of V . Observel, 1 l, n ll
.that v is the left cell v containing the longest word in W . Then thel, n ll
Äl, Z X Äl ÄXleft cell filtration E s E of H x and the dual left cell filtrationl
Ä Ä ÄXXF s F of x H are defined by puttingl, Z l l
¡ l qÄE s span C ¬ y g v , j F n y i , 0 F i - n , .i y l , j l l
l~ Äand E s 0;2.3.7 . nl
U
Xi l¢Ä Ä ÄF s H x rE , 0 F i F n . /l l i l
The following lemma establishes a very strong property of these filtra-
tions.
Ä Ä .2.3.8 LEMMA. For l g L, consider filtrations F and F defined inl, R l
 .  .2.3.6 and 2.3.7 , respecti¨ ely, o¨er Z. For m g L, and any commutati¨ e
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Z-algebra ZX, base change defines isomorphisms
2.3.8.1 .
;i i¡ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä X1 Hom x HrF , x H ª Hom x HrF , x H . XÄ Ä  /X X  /H l l , R m H l l , R m Z / Z ZZ~
;i iÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä¢ X2 Hom x HrF , x H ª Hom x HrF , x H . XÄ Ä  /X X  /H l l m H l l m Z / Z ZZ
X   ..    ...for all i. Also, the Z -modules in 2.3.8.1 1 resp., 2.3.8.1 2 are free
defR   .  .4 of rank r s a y g W ¬ R y s l , t F m y i and m : L y resp.,l, m , i i lt
def   .4.r s a y g W ¬ y g v , j F n y i and m : L y . Finally, for i - j,l, m , i l, j l
the natural maps
¡ j iÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄHom x HrF , x H ª Hom x HrF , x HÄ ÄX XH l l , R m H l l , R m /  /Z Z~2.3.8.2 .
j iÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä¢Hom x HrF , x H ª Hom x HrF , x HÄ ÄX XH l l m H l l m /  /Z Z
ha¨e ZX-free cokernels, of ranks r R y r R and r y r , respec-l, m , i l, m , j l, m , i l, m , j
ti¨ ely.
Ä ÄProof. We give the argument for F }that for F is the same.l, R l
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .If M , N g Ob C are Z-projective, then Hom M , N (Ä ÄH H
ÄU ÄU ÄX Ä . Hom N , M . A similar statement holds for H -modules. Since x HrÄH l
Äi U Äl, R Ä U Ä.  .  .F ( E and x H ( Hx , 2.3.8.1 is equivalent to showing thatl, R i m m
base change
; Xl , R l , RÄ Ä Ä ÄX X2.3.8.3 Hom Hx , E ª Hom H x , E , ; i , . Ä ÄX /  /H m i H m i ZZ
ÄXdefines an isomorphism. By Frobenius reciprocity, a morphism f : H x ªm
Äl, R Äl, R .X XE is completely determined by specifying x s f x g E satisfyingi Z m i Z
 .  .t x s q x for all s g m. By 2.3.4 and 2.3.6 , the possible x are merely alls s
X q  .Z -linear combinations of those C such that R y s l for some t F my i lt
 .  . Xy i and m : L x . Thus, both sides of 2.3.8.3 are Z -free of the same
rank, and base change carries a basis of the left hand side to one of the
right hand side.
Finally, the discussion in the previous paragraph shows that the maps in
 .2.3.8.2 carry a basis to a subset of a basis of the image spaces.
 .With an eye to using 1.2.9 , we now establish the following important
Ä Ä  .homological result for the filtrations F and F defined in 2.3.6 andl, R l
 .2.3.7 , respectively. Recall that in defining these filtrations, we have fixed
a linear ordering compatible with inclusion on the power set L of S. Also,
Ä 2observe that H is a separable algebra. This fact follows immediatelyQ t .
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w  .xfrom AG2, 4.7 , since the finite group algebra QW is separable. Hence,
X ÄX Xif Z ª Z is an inclusion of integral domains, H is semisimple over theK
quotient field K X of Z. This fact justifies the parenthetic assertion in the
statement of the theorem.
 . X2.3.9 THEOREM. Let Z ª Z be a homomorphism into an integral
X X ÄX Ä ÄXX Xdomain Z with fraction field K . Put H s H and assume that H isZ K
ÄX X .Xsemisimple. In particular, H is semisimple if Z ª Z is an inclusion.K
Then:
 .a For l, m g L, we ha¨e
1 ÄX Äi ÄXX2.3.9.1 Ext x H rF , x H s 0 ; i . . ÄH l l , R m /
Similarly,
1 ÄX Äi ÄXX2.3.9.2 Ext x H rF , x H s 0 ; i . . ÄH l l m /
Äj ÄX Äj ÄX .  .  .X Xb For l, m g L, both Hom F , x H and Hom F , x HÄ ÄH l, R m H l m
are ZX-free for all j. They ha¨e ranks r y r R and r y r , respec-l, m l, m , j l, m l, m , j
ti¨ ely, where r s r R s r is the number aW _WrW of W -Wl, m l, m , 0 l, m , 0 m l m l
double cosets in W.
 .  .  .Proof. Assertion a follows from 1.2.13 and 2.3.8 .
Äj ÄX .  .XNext, observe that for any j, 2.3.9.1 implies that Hom F , x HÄH l, R m
identifies with the cokernel of the natural map
ÄX Äj ÄX ÄX ÄXX XHom x H rF , x H ª Hom x H , x H .Ä Ä  /H l l , R m H l m /
 .  .Thus, b follows from the final assertion of 2.3.8 , together with elemen-
tary properties of distinguished double coset representatives.
 .We remark that the semisimplicity criterion 4.2.2 below gives necessary
ÄX Xand sufficient conditions for the algebra H in the theorem above to beK
semisimple.
2.4. Stratifying Hecke Endomorphism Algebras. As before, let L be the
 .power set of S; we will make L into a quasi-poset in 2.4.3 below. For
Ä Ä ÄU Ä  .l g L, let T s x H, so that T ( Hx by 2.1.9 . Putl l l l
Ä Ä2.4.1 T s T g Ob C . .  .Ä[ l H
lgL
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Ä  .For l g L, let F be as in 2.3.6 , and definel, R
ÄR Ä1 0 Ä2.4.2 S s F ( Gr F . . l l , R l , R
ÄRFrom the definitions, S is independent of ordering of L. Also, anyl
i Ä ÄRnonzero section Gr F has the form S for some m g L satisfyingl, R m
ÄRl : m. Each S is Z-free.l
 .2.4.3 LEMMA. Assume that aS ) 1, and let j s S g L and z s B g
L. Let F be the smallest quasi-poset structure on L containing the set
R RÄ Ä .  . 4l, m g L = L ¬ l : m or Hom S , S / 0 . Then aL G 3. Also, jÄH l m
 .  .resp., z is the unique maximal resp., minimal element in the quasi-poset
L. Further, we ha¨e
ÄR ÄR2.4.3.1 S ( IND, S ( SGN. . j z
Äj , R Äj , R qProof. Clearly, Gr E s E is spanned by C , where w g W is0 0 w 00
Äj , R ÄR U .the longest word. By 2.3.2a , Gr E ( IND, so S ( IND ( IND.0 j
Äz , R q Äz , R Äz , RAlso Gr E is spanned by the coset C q E , so Gr E ( SGN by0 1 1 0
ÄR .  .2.3.2a again. Thus, S ( SGN. This proves 2.4.3.1 .z
ÄR ÄR .For l / j , we claim that Hom S , S s 0. In fact, any nonzeroÄH j l
ÄR ÄRmorphism S ª S , upon taking duals and composing with the quotientj l
Ä ÄRU Ä ÄRUmorphism Hx ª S , yields a nonzero morphism f : Hx ª S ( INDl l l j
Äl, Rvanishing on Gr E . By Frobenius reciprocity, f is determined by1
 .  .  .  . l lf x s cx 0 / c g Z . Thus, f x s f  t ? x s c IND l j j w g W w l w g W
Äl, R.t x / 0. Since x g Gr E , this contradiction proves our claim. Itw j j 1
follows j is the unique maximal element in L.
ÄSince H is semisimple,Q t .
ÄR ÄR ÄR ÄRHom S , S / 0 m Hom S , S / 0 ;l, m g L .Ä Ä /  /H l m H m l
ÄR ÄR ÄR .  .If l g L satisfies Hom S , S / 0, then Hom SGN, S / 0. AsÄ ÄH l z H l
Äabove, this implies there is a nonzero morphism Hx ª SGN. By Frobe-l
nius reciprocity, l s z . Hence, z s B is the unique minimal element in L.
Finally, aS ) 1, so aL ) 3, and aL G 3.
Ä Ä .We are now ready to establish that the algebra A s End T has aÄH
 .stratification of length G 3. By 1.2.8 , it suffices to show that the module
Ä R  . 4category C has a stratifying system D g for a quasi-poset GÄA g g G
satisfying aG G 3. In fact, we will take G s L, the power set of S with the
 .quasi-poset structure defined by 2.4.3 .
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 . X2.4.4 THEOREM. Assume that aS ) 1, let Z be a commutati¨ e Z-al-
ÄX Ä ÄX Ä .X X Xgebra, and put H s H . Let A s End T . ThenÄZ H Z
Ä Ä ÄR Ä .a The data consisting of T s [ T , S and F satisfy Hypothe-l l l, Rlg L
 .sis 1.2.9 .
Ä R ÄR Ä Ä R .  .  .  . Xb For l g L, put D l s Hom S , T . Then each D l isÄH l Z
X Ä R  . 4X XZ -free, and D l is a stratifying system for C with respect to theÄZ l A
 .quasi-poset structure defined on the power set L of S in 2.4.3 . Also, there is
an isomorphism
Ä ÄX X X2.4.4.1 End T ( End T . .  .  .Ä ÄZH H Z
Ä R ÄX X . XFinally, if j s S and z s B, then D j is A -projecti¨ e and has Z -rankZ
aS Ä R Ä R .  .X X2 , while 1 s rank D z - rank D m , m / z .Z Z
 .Proof. Fix an ordering}as per 2.2.2 }on L compatible with the
 .  .quasi-poset structure defined in 2.4.3 . The isomorphism 2.4.4.1 follows
 . Xfrom the i s 0 case of 2.3.8 . Next, consider the case Z s Z, writing
Ä Ä ÄR Ä .A s End T . For l g L, we have defined S ¨ T and the increasingÄH l l
Ä Ä   .. filtration F on T which satisfies 1.2.9 1 relative to some sequencel, R l
.  .n s l, n , . . . for the quasi-poset structure F on L defined in 2.4.3 .l, 0 l, 1
 .   ..Also, 2.3.9.1 implies that 1.2.9 3 holds. Next, suppose that
ÄR Ä . Hom S , T / 0 for some l, m g L. Then for some n g L corre-ÄH l m m , i
i Ä Ä ÄR ÄR.  .sponding to a section Gr F of T , Hom S , S / 0. Thus, by theÄm, R m H l nm, i
Ä ÄR ÄR .semisimplicity of H , Hom S , S / 0, so that m F n F l byÄQ t . H n l m , im, i
 .   ..  .2.4.3 . Thus, 1.2.9 2 holds, completing the proof of a .
Ä R Ä R  ..  .  .   . 4By 2.3.9 b , each D l is Z-free. Thus, by 1.2.10 , D l is al
 .stratifying system for C. Now apply 1.2.5 to complete the proof thatÄA
Ä R  . 4  .X XD l is a stratifying system for C. The final assertion of b followsÄZ l A
from the definitions.
Ä R ÄR Ä .  .X XIn general, D l s Hom S , T does not coincide withÄZ H l Z
ÄR Ä ÄX Ä .   .X X X X XHom S , T . In fact, it identifies with the image of Hom x H , TÄ ÄH l Z Z H l Z
ÄR Ä . .X X Xin Hom S , T . This is a main reason for working in an integralÄH l, Z Z
context, even if one is primarily interested in the endomorphism algebra
ÄXA over a field.
We indicate some important consequences of this result.
 .2.4.5 COROLLARY. Let Z be a discrete ¨aluation ring of characteristic
w  .xzero. Then Conjecture CPS4, 6.4.10 holds for the group algebra ZW of the
finite Coxeter group W.
w  .xProof. Indeed, CPS4, 6.4.10 is essentially the same as the conclusion
X .of 2.4.4 for the group algebra ZW, specializing t¬1 and using Z sZ.
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 . X  .2.4.6 COROLLARY. Assume aS ) 1 and let Z be as in 2.4.4 . Then
ÄX Ä .X Xthe algebra A s End T has a stratification of length G 3. In particular,ÄH Z
w  .xCPS4, Conjecture 6.3.1 holds.
 .  .Proof. The first assertion is immediate from 2.4.4 and 1.2.8 , and,
2again the conjecture mentioned is the case Z s k, t ¬ 1.
ÄX .  .  .2.4.7 COROLLARY. With z as in 2.4.3 and A as in 2.4.4 ,
R Ri Ä ÄX XXExt D z , D z s 0 ; i ) 0. .  . .Ä Z ZA
ÄRProof. z is the unique minimal element L and S occurs withz
Ä  .  .multiplicity 1 in F , so apply 1.2.6 and 2.4.4 .z , R
 .  .2.4.8 Remark. Suppose W, S has type A and c s 0, ;s g S. Letry1 s
Ä .Xk be a field of characteristic p ) 0. Then End T is Morita equivalentÄH k
Ä R .  .to the Schur algebra S r, r over k. Also, D z corresponds to thek
 .determinant representation det for S r, r . If C denotes the category of
 . b . b .rational SL k -modules, there is a full embedding D C ¨ D Cr S r , r .
 w  .  .x.  .of derived categories see, e.g., D, Sect. 2; CPS1, 4.5 , 4.6 , so 2.4.7 is
closely related to the vanishing
2.4.8.1 Ext i det, det ( H i SL k , k s 0 ; i ) 0. .  .  . .S L k . rr
w  .x  .See CPSK, 3.4 , where the proof of 2.4.8.1 requires the deep Kempf
vanishing theorem for homogenous line bundles. Thus, taking note of the
 .  .isomorphism 1 , we might view 2.4.7 as a kind of ``aftershock'' of
Kempf's theorem in the non-describing representation theory of finite
 .groups of Lie type! Similar remarks hold for the q-Schur algebras.
 .As a special case of 2.4.4 , we have the following result concerning the
 .algebras S G, k defined in the Introduction.
 .   .42.4.9 COROLLARY. Consider a family G s G q of finite groups of Lie
type, and let k be a field of characteristic p relati¨ ely prime to q. Assume that
 .  .  .G q has rank ) 1. Let B q be a Borel subgroup of G q . Then the
algebras
2.4.9.1 S G q , k s End indGq.k .  . . [kGq. P q. /
 .  .P q =B q
ha¨e a stratification of length G 3.
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 .Proof. Using the isomorphism 1 in the Introduction, we see that
Ä Ä  . .  .S G q , k ( End T , where H is the generic Hecke algebra associatedÄH kk
to G and k is viewed as a Z-module by the mapping t 2 ¬ q. Now apply
 .2.4.4 .
 .We next sketch a further interesting application of 2.4.4 ; a second
argument is indicated after the proof.
 . X2.4.10 COROLLARY. Let Z be a commutati¨ e Z-algebra. For l g L,
ÄR ÄX .XS has a cohomological resolution by H -modules each of which is al Z
Ä Xdirect sum of copies of modules T with m G l.m Z
X  wProof. We can assume that Z s Z. A standard argument see CPS4,
Ä? .x.   ..2.3.1 based on 1.2.4 2 shows there is a projective resolution P ¸
Ä R Äi Ä .  .D l , in which each P is a direct sum of modules P m withm G l. In
Ä R .this resolution, all kernels and cokernels are filtered by D m 's. The
Äl, R Äe Ä e .  .  .filtration G s F of P l obtained by applying ] s Hom ], TÄl, R H
Ä Ä e .to the filtration F of T has sections obtained by applying ] to thel, R l
Ä w  .xsections of F . The argument for CPS4, 6.4.8 shows this processl, R
1 Ä R Ä  . .reverses and that, consequently, Ext D m , T s0. Thus, the desiredÄA
Ä Ä? Ä R .  .resolution is obtained by applying the functor Hom ], T to P ¸D l .ÄA
 .  .One can prove 2.4.10 more directly, using 2.3.8 , and even show the
resolutions obtained can be taken to be finite}details are left to the
reader. These resolutions appear to be dual to the generalizations of the
w xCoxeter complex obtained in M .
We conclude this subsection with the following rank 2 result. We will
Äconsider some explicit examples when H is a Hecke algebra of Lie type in
Section 3.
Ä .2.4.11 COROLLARY. Assume that H is a generic Hecke algebra o¨er Z
 .associated to a finite Coxeter system W, S of rank 2 together with a system
 4 Xc of integral parameters. For any commutati¨ e Z-algebra Z , lets sg S
ÄX Ä Ä R .   . 4   ..X X XA s End T . Then the stratifying system D l gi¨ en in 2.4.4 isÄH Z Z l
ÄXstrict. In particular, A has a standard stratification of length G 3.
Ä ÄR Ä  ..  .Proof. By 2.4.4 a , Hypothesis 1.2.9 holds for the data T , S , F ,l l l, R
 .  .etc. By 1.2.8 and the last assertion of 1.2.10 , it suffices to show in
  ..1.2.9 1 that
2.4.11.1 n ) l, ;l g L , i ) 0. . l, i
 4  4If S s u, ¨ , then L consists of the four elements z s B, m s u ,
 4  4n s ¨ , and j s u, ¨ . Also, z is the unique minimal element and j is
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 .the unique maximal element. Thus, 2.4.11.1 holds trivially if l s j or z .
0 Ä ÄR 1 Ä ÄR .If lsm or n , 2.3.6 implies that Gr F sS and Gr F sS are thel, R l l, R j
Ä  .two nonzero sections of F . Hence, 2.4.11.1 holds in this case, too.l, R
Consideration of type B shows that this result does not extend to3
higher rank. Instead, a role for standard stratifications, as well as dual left
 .cell modules, is suggested by Conjecture 2.5.2 in the next subsection.
2.5. More on Cell Filtrations. We discuss possible stratifications arising
ÄR  .from a refinement of the ``Specht modules'' S 2.4.2 . Even in type A, thel
ÄR module S is not always a classical Specht module e.g., as defined inl
Äw x.DJ1, Sect. 4 , although this is true for the modules S defined below.l
As in Subsection 2.3, let L be the power-set of S and let V be the set of
 .left Kazhdan]Lusztig cells in W. The quasi-poset structure F on WL
  .induces a poset structure, still denoted F , on V. In fact, V, F is theL L
 . .poset associated to the quasi-poset W, F .L
Ä Ä Ä ÄConsider the dual left cell filtration F s F on H s x H defined inS B
Ä .2.3.7 . For v g V, let S be the corresponding dual left cell module}i.e.,v
Ä my i Ä Ä nlyi Äif v s v , then S s Gr F. For l g L, S ( Gr F , where the vi v v l l, il, i
Ä Ä Ä .and the increasing dual left cell filtration F of T s x H are defined inl l l
 .2.3.7 .
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .XFor v g V, D v s Hom S , T g Ob C is the corresponding leftÄ ÄH v A
Ä Ä .cell module for A s End T .ÄH
X ÄX .2.5.1 THEOREM. Let Z be a commutati¨ e Z-algebra, and put A s
Ä ÄX Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .  .  .X X XEnd T . Then A s [ P l , where P l s Hom T , T . EachÄ ÄH Z Z H llg LÄ Äl, Z X Äl, Z X .  .XP l has a decreasing filtration G satisfying Gr G (Z n yil
Ä Ä X .  .X XD v . Finally, for v g V, D v is Z -free.l, i Z Z
X Äl Ä e . Proof. First, suppose Z s Z. The filtration G s F in the nota-l
 ..  .   ..tion of 1.2.3 has the required property, using 2.3.9.2 . By 2.3.9 b , for
Ä X .v g V, D v is Z-free. This proves the theorem when Z s Z. The
 .general case follows by base change and 2.4.4.1 .
  ..Except in type A, one does not know that 1.2.4 2 holds for appropri-
Ä Ä .  .ate summands P v of P l . We expect that this filtration condition does
ÄXhold if we replace A by a larger endomorphism algebra:
Ä .2.5.2 CONJECTURE. Suppose that H is a Hecke algebra of Lie type o¨er
Ä .  .Z cf. Subsection 2.1 . There exists X g Ob C such that:ÄH
Ä Ä .  .1 X has a increasing filtration with sections of the form S , v g V.v
Äq Ä Ä X .2 Let T s T [ X, and let Z be any commutati¨ e Z-algebra. Put
Äq Äq Äq Ä Äq .  .  .X X X X X XA s End T and, for v g V, D v s Hom S , T . ThenÄ ÄZ H Z Z H v Z
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Äq op  . 4  .XD v is a strict stratifying system relati¨ e to the quasi-poset V, FZ v L R
for the module category q C.Ä XA Z
ÄX Äq .  . X2.5.3 Remarks. a Of course, A s eA e for the idempotent projec-Z
Äq Ä ÄX ÄqX X Xtion e : T ª T . Thus, A is in some sense approximated by A . TheZ Z Z
Ä  .approximation is good if X is small or naturally defined. Corollary 2.4.11
Ä .and its proof show that the Conjecture is true with X s 0 in the rank 2
Ä Rcases when H is untwisted. Observe that F sF for dihedral groupsL
.in the untwisted cases.
Ä .  .  .Xb Observe that the existence of filtrations by D v 's in 2.5.1 is aZ
Ä Äq .  .  .non-trivial consequence of 2.5.2 , since D v ( eD v .
 .  .c We will prove that Conjecture 2.5.2 holds for all rank 2 Hecke
w xalgebras of Lie type in Section 3 below. In DPS , we give a proof of the
Äconjecture in type A. Of course, in that case, it is known that A is
Z-quasi-hereditary.
3. RANK 2 EXAMPLES
Subsection 3.1 lays the foundation}and, at the same time, nicely
 .illustrates the Brauer theory from Subsection 1.1}for checking 1.3.2
when W has type B or G . We then consider three examples, Subsections2 2
 .3.2]3.4, where Hypothesis 1.3.2 holds, and hence the algebra A has an
interesting standard stratification. In fact, this is true for all rank 2
 .  .examples by 2.4.11 , though our verification through 1.3.2 has the
advantage of yielding more detailed information. In particular, we can split
Ä ÄRthe modules T and S of Subsection 2.4 into indecomposable compo-lk lk
nents. This works, on a case-by-case basis, for all Lie type rank 2 examples,
though we are content here to illustrate the method in the three cases
 .presented. Finally, in Subsection 3.5 we verify that Conjecture 2.5.2 holds
in all rank 2 cases.
 .3.1. Hecke Algebras of Rank 2. Consider a Coxeter system W, S with
 4 2 2  .S s u, ¨ , where u s ¨ s 1, and u¨ has order m. In 2.1.1 , we write
2 cs w 2 y2 xq s t g Z s Z t , t , s g S, where the index parameters c are asso-s s
ciated to a family G of finite groups of Lie type. We consider the two cases
m s 4, 6.
 . w 2 xForm the local triple O, K, k in which O s Z t , where p is a p, F .
w 2 xprime integer and F g Z t is a cyclotomic polynomial. Thus, O is a
regular local ring of Krull dim. 2. Also, q, q , q will denote the images ofu ¨
2 Ät , q , q in either K or k. As noted in Section 4, H is a split semisimpleu ¨ K
Ä  .algebra over K. Write H s H and let Irr H denote the set of distinctk
irreducible H-modules.
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ÄThere are four linear characters for H , described asK
t ¬ y1t ¬ q uu u3.1.1 f s IND: , f s SGN : . i y1 t ¬ q t ¬ y1¨ ¨ ¨
t ¬ q t ¬ y1u u u
X Xf : , f :1 y1  t ¬ q .t ¬ y1 ¨ ¨¨
Each of f , f X defines a linear character for H, denoted by the same"1 "1
symbol. They need not be distinct, but all linear characters are included
among them.
ÄWhen m s 4, there is one further irreducible representation for H . ItK
has degree 2 and is defined by
q 0y1 1 ¨3.1.2 f : t ¬ , t ¬ . . 2 u ¨0 q /  /q q q y1u u ¨
ÄWhen m s 6, there are two further irreducible representations for H :K
¡ ¡y1 1 y1 1
t ¬ t ¬u u0 q 0 q /  /u u~ ~X3.1.3 f : , f : , . 2 2q 0 q 0¨ ¨t ¬ t ¬¨ ¨¢ ¢ /  /b y1 d y1
w  .xwhere b s q q q q q q and d s q q q y q q . See CR, 67.14 .’ ’u ¨ u ¨ u ¨ u ¨
Ä .  .Formulas 3.1.1 ] 3.1.3 already give natural H -lattices for the repre-O
sentations involved, so they define representations for H, denoted by the
  ..same symbols. By 1.1.2 a , any irreducible H-module is a composition
factor of some f . Since dim f F 2 and the 1-dimensional modules fori i
Ä XXH , k an extension field of k, are already defined over k, if a gi¨ en f isk i
 .an irreducible H-module, then it is absolutely irreducible. Hence, Hrrad H
 .is split semisimple, so 1.1.3 applies. In practice, the decomposition matrix
D can be easily determined, then the Cartan matrix C s D ? DT computed.
 .Given f , let P i denote the projective cover of f . Since H is ai i
  ..   ..   ..symmetric algebra cf. 2.1.7 , soc P i ( head P i . When informally
describing modules by their Loewy series, we abbreviate f to i.i
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 .  .  .By 4.2.2 , if p is good for W, S and d q / 0 in k, then H isW
semisimple. For the possible G of type B and G , the d are2 2 W
3.1.4 .
2 2¡ 1 1 q q 1 y q , m s 4, q s q s q .  .  . u ¨
2 3 22 1 q q 1 q q 1 q q , m s 4, q s q , q s q .  .  .  . u ¨
2 3 5 2 3~ 3 1 q q 1 q q 1 q q , m s 4, q s q , q s qd s  .  .  .  . u ¨W
2 2 44 1 q q 1 q q q q , m s 6, q s q s q .  .  . u ¨
3 4 8 3¢ 5 1 q q 1 q q 1 q q q q , m s 6, q s q , q s q . .  .  .  . u ¨
For s s u, ¨ , let x s t q 1. Put T s [ indH f s H [ x H [s s H 1 ml: S l
x H [ f . We consider possible standard stratifications for the algebra¨ 1
 .  .  .A s End T by verifying Hypothesis 1.3.2 and applying 1.3.3 . TheH
 4quasi-poset A will always satisfy L s y1, 0, 1 with y1- 0 - 1. Denote
X Yelements of the fiber of L ª L over i by i, i , i , etc.
In each of the examples below, we provide enough detail so that the
 .reader can easily verify that the four conditions in 1.3.2 hold. In each
case, the Y are sufficiently small that the required filtration F is clearl l
once the ``Specht modules'' S have all be indicated.m
3.2. EXAMPLE. m s 4, q s q s q s y1, p ) 2. This Hecke algebrau ¨
 .H over k is associated to the finite groups Sp q , where here q is a prime4
4 0 .  .  4  .power satisfying q ' y1 mod p . Here Irr H s f , f , and C s1 2 0 1
 .indexing the rows and columns by f , f . By direct calculation, x H (1 2 u
f [ j and x H ( f [ z , where j , z are 2 dimensional modules which2 ¨ 2
1  . [2   .define a basis for Ext f , f (k . Note that dim Hom x H, x H sH 1 1 H u ¨
.  . [42. Thus, T ( P 1 [ f [ j [ z [ f and2 1
1
 .P 1 s 1 1 .
1
In this diagrammatic representation, successive rows represent Loewy
layers in the module; empty boxes are present largely for visual clarity. Put
 .  .X YY s P 1 , Y s j , Y s z , Y s f , and Y s f . If S s soc Y , l gy1 0 0 0 2 1 1 l l
 .    ..L, it is easy to check that 1.3.2 holds. However, condition 1.2.9 3
1  . .obviously fails over k, since Ext f , f / 0.H 1 1
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ÄRIt is also easily seen from the above that the modules S obtained fromlk
 .  4  4  4Y X Y2.4.2 are S , S [ S , S [ S , and S for l s B, u , ¨ , and u, ¨ ,y1 0 0 0 0 1
ÄR Ärespectively. The modules S are also dual left cell modules S aslk v k
 .defined in Section 2.5. The algebra A s End T is quasi-hereditary, asH
w  .xcan be verified using CPS4, 3.1.5 . The latter provides necessary and
 .sufficient conditions for an endomorphism algebra as in 1.3.2 to be
quasi-hereditary.
3.3. EXAMPLE. m s 4, q s q, q s q2 s y1, p ) 2. The Hecke alge-u ¨
 . 2bra H is that associated to the finite groups SU q , where q ' y14
 .  .  4  .  .[2mod p . Here Irr H s f , f , C s diag 2, 2, 1 , and T ( P 1 ["1 2
 . [4 [2  .f [ P y1 [ f [ f . Here P i , i s "1, is a self-extension of fy1 2 1 i
 .by itself. Observe that x H ( P 1 [ f and x H ( f [ f [ f . Letu 2 ¨ 1 y1 2
 .  .  .X YY s P y1 , Y s f , Y s P 1 , Y s f , and Y s f . Then 1.3.2y1 0 y1 0 0 2 1 1
 .holds if S s soc Y for all l.l l
ÄR  4Y X YHere S identifies with S , S [ S , S [ S , and S for l s B, u ,lk y1 0 0 0 0 1
Ä 4  4¨ , and u, ¨ , respectively. However, the dual left cell modules Sv k
 .identify with the S . The algebra A s End T is quasi-hereditary in thisi R
case.
3.4. EXAMPLE. m s 6, q s q / y1, q s q3 s y1, q2 y q q 1 s 0,u ¨
3  3.p ) 2. Here H is associated to the finite Steinberg groups D q, q ,4
3  .  .  4where q k y1 and q ' y1 mod p . Then Irr H s f , f , f and1 y1 2
3 1 0
C s .1 3 0 /0 0 1
Thus,
1
 .P 1 s y1 1 and
1
y1
 .P y1 s 1 y1 , respectively.
y1
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1  .Since e s x is an idempotent, x H ( P y1 [ f . Also, x H ( Y [ f¨ ¨ 2 u 22
with
Y s 1 y 1
y1 1 .
  . .  .  .[2 [4Use that dim End x H s 4. So we have T s P y1 [ P 1 [ fH u 2
 .  .  .[ Y [ f . Put Y s P y1 with S s soc Y , Y s P 1 with S s1 y1 y1 y1 0 0
 . Xrad Y , Y s Y with0 0
XS s y10
y 1 1 .
 .Y Yand Y s f s S . Finally, let Y s S s f . Then 1.3.2 holds.0 2 0 1 1 1
ÄR X Y YHere the modules S identify with S , S [ S , S [ S , and S forlk y1 0 0 0 0 1
 4  4  4 Y X Yl s B, u , ¨ , and u, ¨ , respectively. Each module S [ S and S [ S0 0 0 0
Ähas a length two filtration with two dual left cell modules S as sections,v k
  .corresponding to the left cells v s B, C , and C in the notation of 3.51 2
.below . The filtrations are of the form
B B
and ,C C1 2
 .and the order cannot be changed i.e., B cannot appear below C . Thei
modules S and S X are not direct summands of any dual left cell modules.0 0
 .The algebra A s End T is not quasi-hereditary.H
In the same spirit, the other Hecke algebras of Lie type can be analyzed
  .4for the various families G s G q of rank 2 groups of Lie type and the
 .various possible congruence relations on q mod p . There are a total of
 .26 non-semisimple examples, as follows by applying 4.2.2 below.
 .3.5. The Conjecture in Rank 2 Case. We now verify Conjecture 2.5.2
 .in the rank 2 case. The untwisted rank 2 follows from 2.4.11 , since the
right set cells agree with the Kazhdan]Lusztig left cells. Thus, the conjec-
Äture holds in this case with X s 0. There are a total of 4 twisted cases,
  ..three of which are described in 3.1.4 2, 3, 5 . The following is a complete
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 .list for all cases, each of which is followed by the system c , c .u ¨
¡ 21 A , 1, 2 .  .3
22 A , 2, 3 .  .4~3.5.1 . 33 D , 1, 3 .  .4
2¢ 4 F , 2, 4 . .  .4
w x 7By L2; X, p. 17 , the left cells for all cases are of the form
 4  4  4  4A s w , B s uw , C s w g W ¬ R w s u _ u 4 .0 0 13.5.2 .
C s C w , D s Bw , E s Aw2 1 0 0 0
and the two-sided cells are A, B, C s C j C , D, E.1 2
 .  .3.5.3 THEOREM. Conjecture 2.5.2 holds for the Hecke algebras of types
 .gi¨ en in 3.5.1 .
 .Proof. Using 3.5.2 , we explicitly write down the dual left cell filtra-
Ä Ätions on the various T s x H:l l
A
B A A
Ä Ä Ä ÄC [ C C BH s x H s x H s x H s A .1 2 1u4 ¨ 4 S
C2DD
E
Here dual left cell modules are denoted by the same symbol as the left cell
itself. Also, the modules C and C are isomorphic. This follows since the1 2
Ämodule C is isomorphic to the submodule M of x H spanned by1 ¨ u ¨4
 q y4  y4C C , while the module C is spanned by x C . Here¨ u w w g C 2 ¨4 y y g C2 1
y y1r2 C s q C is the modified Kazhdan]Lusztig C -basis for H cf.w w w w
 ..2.3.2 . Now M s C gives the isomorphism between C and C . Since¨ u 2 1 2
B apparently does not appear as a submodule in any of the filtrations
Ä above, there is no obvious way to standardly stratify C using the S . SeeÄA l
Äq Ä Ä.also Subsection 3.4 above . However, let T s T [ X where
AÄX s .
B
7 2 w xThe cell structure for F has been worked out in DR .4
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 .We claim that 1.2.9 applies and therefore, the conclusion of Conjecture
 .2.5.3 is satisfied.
 .Indeed, all the conditions of 1.2.9 clearly hold, except possibly the
  ..  .homological condition 1.2.9 3 . By 2.3.9.2 , it suffices to prove that
1 Ä i Ä .  .Ext T rF , X s 0 for all i. Using 1.2.13 , this vanishing property willÄH l l
follow provided we prove that any base change defines a surjection
Ä i Ä Ä i ÄX X XHom T rF , X ª Hom T rF , X .XÄ Ä /  /H l l H 9 l Z l Z ZZ
Taking duals, it is equivalent to show that
Ä1 Äi Ä1 ÄiX X3.5.3.1 Hom E , E ª Hom E , E . Ä ÄX /  /H ¨4 l H 9 ¨4Z l ZZ
Ä1 Ä q qXis surjective. Since E is a submodule of Hx generated by C , C ,¨ 4Z ¨ 4 w uw0 0
 .each map f belonging to the right hand side of 3.5.3.1 is defined by the
 q .  q . q Ximages x s f C and y s f C . Clearly, y s bC for some b g Zuw w w0 0 0
and t x s q x. So we may write¨ ¨
x s a Cq . w w
 .  4  .L w s ¨ , R w sl
q q q  .Since t C s yC q C by 2.3.2a , we haveu uw uw w0 0 0
t x s f t Cq s yf Cq q bCq . .  .u u uw uw w0 0 0
 .On the other hand, using 2.3.2a again, we obtain
t x s a yCq q Cq q h q q a Cq .u w w uw w u w w0 0
w/w0
s yf Cq q a Cq q h q q a Cq . . . uw w uw w u w w0 0 0
w/w0
 q . q q qThus,  a C q h q q a C w s ya C q bC . So, if ww / w w uw w u w 0 w w w 00 0 0 0 0
 .  4  .   4.s uw for some w with L w s ¨ and R w s l s ¨ , then h s 0w
and a q q a s ya q b , and all other a s 0 by induction on thew u w w w0 0
  . . q qlength of w. Thus, in this case, x s b y q q 1 a C q a C foru uw w0 0
X  .some a g Z . Hence, each f is defined by a pair a , b and therefore, the
 .  .elements defined by 1, 0 and 0, 1 form a basis which is independent of
ZX.
If w / uw for all such w / w , then a s 0 for all w / w and0 0 w 0
 .q q 1 a s b. So a s a s 1 and b s q q 1 define a map whichu w w u0 0X  .forms a basis over any Z . This proves 3.5.3.1 .
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4. APPENDIX: MODULAR HECKE ALGEBRAS
 . wThe semisimplicity criterion 4.2.2 below was obtained by Gyoja Gy,
 .x3.9 , who discussed more general symmetric algebras over commutative
 w  .  .rings and multiparameter Hecke algebras. See also G, 1.3.8 ; GR, 4.3 ,
 .x w x .5.3 . The most essential cases were also discussed in F . Our proof,
w xobtained independently, is similar in spirit to Gy , but differs in our use of
 .matrix units, the Brauer theory especially the existence of lattices of
Subsection 1.1, as well as our focus on the Hecke algebra case. The
resulting argument is shorter and more direct for our context; in particu-
lar, no results on W-graphs are required.
4.1. Generic Degrees. For a system G of finite groups of Lie type,
Ä 8 y1w x  .consider the generic algebra H over Z s Z t, t as given in 2.3.1 .0 0
Ä Ä  .  .Assume that H ( H m Q t is a split semisimple algebra over Q t .Q t . 0 Z0
w x 2 By BC, L1 , this holds for all Lie types except F . For a discussion of the4
Ä . .  . exceptional case, see 4.2.3 below. Each x g Irr H s set of irre-Q t .
Ä .ducible characters of H determines a central primitive idempotentQ t .
Äe g H given byx Q t .
dx y1
y14.1.1 e s a x t t , a s IND t g Z , .  .  .x w w w w wdW w
w 2 x where d g Z t is the generic degree of x and d s  a . In thisx W w w
.section, we reserve the notation q for the image of a in a field k. It isw w
known that
1
a4.1.2 d s t F ??? F , . x 1 bm
where the F are cyclotomic polynomials in t 2 and m is a product of badi
w x 9primes for the ambient algebraic group associated to G; see C, Chap. 13 .
Ä y1 .  .  .  .Summing 4.1.1 over Irr H gives  d rd a x t s d , afterQ x x W w w w , 1
  .  ..y1 y1equating t -coefficients since a s a and x t s x t . The coef-w w w w w
8 Ä Ä Ä One reason for choosing H over H here is that, when H is untwisted i.e., when all0 0
;Ä Ä. w x  .c s 1 , Lusztig L1 has defined an isomorphism H ª Q t W; hence, H is a splits 0Q t . 0Q  t .
Ä 2semisimple algebra. Except in types E , E , the same result holds for the algebras H .7 8 Q  t .
Äw xThis fact was proved earlier by Benson and Curtis BC , who also consider the twisted H.
9A prime which is not bad is called good. In types A , 2A all primes are good. In typesn n
B , C , D , 2D , 2B , 3D all primes are good, except p s 2. For F , E , 2F , 2E , E , G , 2 Gn n n n n 4 4 6 4 6 7 2 2
all primes are good, except p s 2, 3. Finally, in type E , all primes are good, except8
p s 2, 3, 5.
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 . y1  .y1 y1ficient of t in t t is a d , so  d rd a x t t s d . Hence,1 w y w w , y x x W w w y w , y
dx y1 Äy14.1.3 a x ht t s h , ;h g H . .  .  w w w Q t .dWx w
Ä x Ä x .   ..   ..For x g Irr H , let r : H ª M Q t , h ¬ r h , be a ma-Q t . Q t . n i jxÄ x  .  .trix realization. Let f g H e satisfy r f s e , the i, j th matrixi j Q t . x i j i j
Ä x  ..  .  .  .  .y1 y1unit in M Q t . For c g Irr H , c f t s d r t , so 4.1.3n Q t . i j w c , x ji wx
implies that
dx y1 x
y14.1.4 f s a r t t , 1 F i , j F n . .  .i j w ji w w xdW w
4.2. Modular Hecke Algebras. Fix a field k of characteristic p ) 0,
choose 0 / q1r2 g k, and let p : Z ª k be the ring homomorphism satis-
 . 1r2fying p t s q . We distinguish two cases:
1r2 Case 1. q is transcendental o¨er F . Form the local triple O,p
 .  ..Q t , F t , for the discrete valuation ring O s Z .p  p.
1r2   . .Case 2. q is algebraic o¨er F . Form the local triple O, Q t , k ,p 0
where O s Z is a regular local ring of Krull dim. 2 and F is a p, F .
.  X X .suitable cyclotomic polynomial . Also, we need the local triple O , K , k ,0
X  . X  .where O s Or p is a discrete valuation ring and K s F t .p
Ä Ä Ä Ä .  .List Irr H as x , . . . , x , and, using 1.1.1 , let X , . . . , X be H -Q t . 1 n 1 n O
Älattices, respectively, for the corresponding irreducible H -modulesQ t .
 .X , . . . , X . For each t, put X s X x g Ob C . Now we prove theÄ Ä1 n t g tk H0 k 0
following irreducibility result.
 .4.2.1 THEOREM. Suppose for some t, 1 F t F n, we ha¨e that d rd gx Wt
ÄO. Then the H -module X is an absolutely irreducible projecti¨ e module.k t0
Proof. Write x s x , X s X , etc. In Subsection 4.1, the matrix realiza-t t
x Ä  .tion of r can be taken relative to an O-basis of X. By 4.1.4 , each
xÄ Ä .  .f g H because d rd g O. Thus, r e H s M O , so X is abso-i j O x W x O nx
Ä Älutely irreducible. Finally, e g H defines a central idempotent e g H .x O x k 0
x s .If s / t, X e s 0 since r e s 0, while e acts as the identity on X. Sos x x x
Ä .1.1.2 implies that e is a central primitive idempotent in H . Sincex k 0
2Ä  .dim H e s dim X , X is projective.k x0
w xWe now prove a general semisimplicity criterion. Compare F, Gy . We
emphasize that in the following theorem q denotes an arbitrary nonzero
element in a field k, and not necessarily the image of a prime power
 .associated to the family G in k. Even if one is ultimately interested in
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the prime power case, the semisimplicity of the other specializations can
  .be quite relevant e.g., one might want to apply 2.3.9 to the Hecke
algebra over the ring of Laurent polynomials over a finite field, where q
.would again be a prime power .
 .4.2.2 THEOREM. Let k be a field of characteristic p ) 0 and let 0 /
1r2 Ä  .q g k. Then H is semisimple if and only if p is a good prime for W, Sk
and
4.2.2.1 q s p d / 0. .  . w W
wgW
ÄWhen H is semisimple, it is split semisimple.k
 .  .Proof. Assume that p is good and d q / 0. Then 4.1.2 impliesW
Ä .   ..each d rd g O. By 4.2.1 , X g Ob proj H is absolutely irreducible.x W t kt 0
Ä .By 1.1.2 , every irreducible H -module must be isomorphic to some X .k t0Ä Ä ÄTherefore, H and hence H s H m k are split semisimple.k k k k0 0 0
Ä ÄConversely, assume that H is semisimple. Then H must also bek k 0
semisimple, so can assume that k s k . We treat the two cases above0
separately:
Ä w xCase 1. Since H is split semisimple, CR, 1, Ex. 16, p. 142 impliesQ t .
Ä Äthat any idempotent e g H lifts to an idempotent e g H . Suppose e isk O
Ä Ä   ...  .primitive. Then e is primitive in H by 1.1.2 b . Thus, eH e ( Q t ,Q t . Q t .
Ä Ä Äwhence eH e ( O and eH e ( k. Thus, H is split. Also, central primitiveO k k
Ä Ä  .idempotents in H lift to central primitive idempotents in H op. cit. ,k O
Ä .and every e is the lift of an idempotent so lies in H .x O
w xSuppose that p is not good. By C, Chap. 13 , we can choose x gi
Ä .  .Irr H so that in 4.1.2 , p ¬ m. Necessarily, X is irreducible; see, e.g.,Q t . i
Äw   ..x  .  .CPS4, 1.5.2 d, e . Since e g H , 4.1.1 implies x t g m , ;w g W,x O i wiÄThus, any h g H has zero trace on X , which is absurd. Hence, p is good,k i
 .while d q / 0, trivially.W
Ä Ä XCase 2. Since H is semisimple, H is also semisimple. By case 1, p isk K
Ägood. Finally, let e g H be the primitive idempotent corresponding tok 0
2  .  .IND. Then e s c t , 0 / c g k so e s cd q e and d q / 0, asw w 0 W W
required.
 .  .  .4.2.3 Remarks. a When W has type A, 4.2.2 has been proved by
w x w xDipper and James DJ2 . In type B, see Dipper and James DJ4 and
w xDipper D1 .
2 Ä ’ .b In type F , H splits after 2 is adjoined. One can easily4 Q t . ’ .modify the arguments above to conclude that 4.2.2 holds in case 2 g k.
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